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Where we have made assumptions as a part of interpreting the data incorporated in this report, we have sought to make those assumptions clear. Similarly, we have sought 
to make clear where we are expressing our professional opinion rather than reporting findings. Please ensure that you take these assumptions into account when using this 
report as the basis for any decision-making. 
The qualitative research findings included throughout this report should not be considered statistically representative and cannot be extrapolated to the general population. 
For the quantitative research results, the base (number and type of respondents asked each question) and the actual survey questions are shown at the bottom of each 
page. Results may not always total 100% due to rounding. Weighted results are shown throughout the report, unless otherwise specified. The weighting approach is outlined 
in the methodology.
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BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
INTRODUCTION

Background

The NSW Department of Planning and Environment recently published ‘A Plan for Growing Sydney’ which outlines its 20-year vision on 
how it intends to accommodate the future growth of Greater Sydney. These plans divide Greater Sydney into six major districts and 
outline individual visions for each. The next step in this planning process was consultation with the communities within each of these 
large geographical districts. The Department therefore commissioned Newgate Research to conduct both qualitative and quantitative 
research to explore and measure what residents want and need to make their local areas great places to live in the future, for 
themselves and for future generations. The results will be used to feed into departmental decision-making on the more granular planning 
for each of the submarkets.

Research Objectives 

The broad objectives of this research were to explore and measure the aspects of living in the six districts that residents really value. To 
do this we identified 13 submarkets across the six districts to understand their vision for the future of their communities, and establish 
priorities for improvement in each of the submarkets and districts. Specifically, the research was required to examine the following:

 What participants value most in their current community and what they see as the essence of their area; 
 The drivers of the decision to live in their local area, and the trade-offs they made to live there;
 The liveability of the area, including the importance of a series of liveability attributes and ratings of their submarket’s performance 

on those aspects;
 The issues and concerns they have within their current community;
 What they see as the future for their community and district; 
 The specific things they would love to see developed in their local communities;
 Their current understanding of the plans to develop their community and their attitudes towards it; and
 Communications preferences for being kept informed on initiatives for developing their local communities.
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THE DISTRICTS AND RELEVANT LGAs
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QUALITATIVE METHODOLOGY
INTRODUCTION

 The qualitative research was conducted via 13 online qualitative 
communities in each of the 13 submarkets.

 In each submarket, participants were recruited to be a mix of ages 
(between 18-70 years), genders and lifestages (including young 
singles and couples, young families, older families and empty 
nesters). We also recruited a spread of incomes, work statuses and a 
mixture of those who were English speaking and from NESB based 
on the ABS data in each submarket.

 The communities ran for between 5 and 7 days from 10 June – 17 
June 2015.  As can be seen in the table, on average there were n=14 
active participants in each submarket. Each day participants logged 
in at a time convenient to them to engage in a series of structured, 
moderated ‘blog-style’ discussions and creative exercises. They 
were also encouraged to interact with each other by responding to 
other participants’ comments. 

 Recruitment and hosting of the online community was undertaken by 
The Digital Edge. Recruitment was facilitated with a recruitment 
survey prepared by Newgate Research and participants were 
sourced from an ISO-certified professional market and social 
research panel.

 Facilitation was led by Research Director, Anne Higgins; with the 
assistance of Managing Director, Sue Vercoe; Senior Research 
Director, Jasmine Hoye; Consultant, Stephen Kemp; Newgate 
Communications Consultant, Kate Fagan; Senior Research 
Executive, Jessica Stacey; and Senior Research Executive, 
Katherine Rich. 

 A copy of the discussion guide used in the research can be found in 
the Appendices.

District Submarket Sample size

Central District

City of Sydney 18

Eastern Suburbs 12

Inner West 14

North District

Upper North 13

Northern Beaches 16

Harbour North 17

South District
South City 15

Sutherland 14

West District North West 13

West Central 
District

Greater Parramatta 15

West Central (Growth) 11

South West 
District

South West (Growth) 11

South West (Established) 13

TOTAL 182
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QUANTITATIVE METHODOLOGY
INTRODUCTION

 An online quantitative survey was conducted with n=2997 
respondents across Greater Sydney.  

 Each of the 13 submarkets had a minimum of n=230 
respondents. The overall sample size resulted in a maximum 
margin of error of +/-1.79% at the 95% confidence level for a 
50% result. 
 For each of the submarkets, the maximum margin of error 

was +/- 6.46% at the 95% confidence level. 
 The submarkets given equal weighting in overall results 

(e.g. location) not weighted by population. Results are 
nationally representative by age and gender (including 
within each submarket).

 Fieldwork was conducted between 23rd June and 6th July 
2015 by CanvasU, an ISO accredited fieldwork provider. The 
average survey length was 15 minutes.

 A copy of the quantitative survey used in the research and 
details on the weightings applied to the results can be found 
in the Appendices.

District Submarket Sample size Error Margin 

Central District

City of Sydney 230 +/- 6.46% 

Eastern Suburbs 230 +/- 6.46% 

Inner West 230 +/- 6.46% 

North District

Upper North 230 +/- 6.46% 

Northern Beaches 231 +/- 6.46% 

Harbour North 230 +/- 6.46% 

South District
South City 230 +/- 6.46% 

Sutherland 232 +/- 6.46% 

West District North West 231 +/- 6.46% 

West Central 
District

Greater Parramatta 230 +/- 6.46% 
West Central 

(Growth) 230 +/- 6.46% 

South West 
District

South West
(Growth) 232 +/- 6.46% 

South West 
(Established) 231 +/- 6.46% 

Total 13 submarkets n=2997 +/-1.79% 



NOTES TO THE READER 

 This research was conducted in accordance with the international quality standard for market and social research (ISO 20252).
 In preparing this report we have presented and interpreted information that we believe to be relevant to achieve the objectives of this 

research project. 
 Where assumptions are made as a part of interpreting the results or where our professional opinion is expressed rather than merely 

describing the findings, this is noted. Please ensure that you take these assumptions into account when using this report as the basis 
for any decision-making. 

 Please note that qualitative findings included throughout this report should not be considered statistically representative and cannot be 
extrapolated to the general population.  

 Verbatim quotes from the research are included in the report to further support and provide evidence of the findings. 
 This report reflects the districts and the local government areas consistent with those detailed in A Plan for Growing Sydney

(December 2014).
 The NSW Government has commenced a process to amalgamate Councils in New South Wales including Council areas in Greater 

Sydney.
 The 13 submarkets used in these reports are based on the Housing Market Demand Areas identified by UNSW City Futures Research

Centre. These were defined through the analysis of household movements, reflecting the over two-thirds of household movements that 
take place within these areas. They capture the subregional nature of lifestyles within the city, and suggest a housing and labour 
market context within which the majority of households enact their housing pathways.

• For more information on the City Futures study and Housing Market Demand Areas refer to the link below. 
• https://cityfutures.be.unsw.edu.au/research/projects/implementing-metropolitan-planning-strategies/
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STRUCTURE OF THIS REPORT

The Key Research Findings section of this report contains the overall research findings for:

 The importance of various aspects of liveability in making an area a good place to live, by district; 
 Importance vs performance comparisons of the liveability aspects.

It then contains the individual district reports, including detailed findings, for the West Central District.
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KEY RESEARCH 
FINDINGS



IMPORTANCE OF 
INDIVIDUAL 
LIVEABILITY 
ATTRIBUTES
Greater Sydney
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10
10

12
15
16

19
22
23

25
31
32

35
36

47
47

54
57

71

The look and design of the buildings, streetscapes and public places
The availability of community spaces and places for gatherings and events

The balance of different housing types
The local approaches to environmental sustainability and climate change

The cultural entertainment scene
The access to natural environments

The range of indoor and outdoor recreational environments
Way diff. gps. of people live here get along and the sense of community

The cleanliness and maintenance of the public areas
The availability of good age-specific services

The access to supermarkets and other retail shops
The access to suitable jobs and business opportunities

The  availability of good schools and other educational facilities
The road network and traffic congestion

The public transport service
The availability of affordable housing

The availability of good healthcare services
The overall cost of living

The safety of people and their property

%

The importance of each aspect in making an area a good place in which to live

RESPONDENTS IN GREATER SYDNEY CONSIDERED SAFETY, THE 
COST OF LIVING AND HEALTHCARE AS MOST IMPORTANT IN 
MAKING AN AREA A GOOD PLACE IN WHICH TO LIVE

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997)
Q3. We’d now like to show you some statements about things which can make an area a good place to live. For each set you see, please select one statement which 
you think is most important and the one statement which you think is least important in making an area a good place in which to live? (note some options were 
shortened slightly for presentation purposes)
NB: This is a statistically robust choice-style task which shows the respondent 11 sets of 5 statements generated from the list at right by specially designed statistical 
software.
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More 
important 

Less 
important 



IMPORTANCE OF 
INDIVIDUAL 
LIVEABILITY 
ATTRIBUTES
By District



RESPONDENTS IN THE CENTRAL DISTRICT CONSIDERED SAFETY, 
COST OF LIVING AND PUBLIC TRANSPORT TO BE THE MOST 
IMPORTANT FACTORS IN MAKING AN AREA A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997, Central District n = 690, Eastern Suburbs n = 230, City of Sydney n = 230, Inner West n = 230). 
Q3. We’d now like to show you some statements about things which can make an area a good place to live. For each set you see, please select one statement which 
you think is most important and the one statement which you think is least important in making an area a good place in which to live? (note some options were 
shortened slightly for presentation purposes)
NB: This analysis is based on a statistically robust choice-style task which shows the respondent eleven sets of five randomly-generated statements from the list and 
asks them to nominate the most and least important in each set. The task and results are produced using specialist statistical software.
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Moderate 
performance

Poor 
performance

THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF EACH FACTOR IN MAKING 
AN AREA A GOOD PLACE IN WHICH TO LIVE (%)

CENTRAL 
DISTRICT

GREATER 
SYDNEY

EASTERN 
SUBURBS 

CITY OF 
SYDNEY INNER WEST 

The safety of people and their property 66 71 71 58 69
The overall cost of living 54 57 58 51 54
The public transport service 49 47 51 44 52
The availability of affordable housing 46 47 47 46 46
The availability of good healthcare services 45 54 50 37 48
The access to supermarkets and other retail shops 34 31 35 34 34
The road network and traffic congestion 33 36 36 28 35
The availability of good schools and other educational facilities 27 35 29 22 29
The access to suitable jobs and business opportunities 26 32 27 27 23
The cleanliness and maintenance of the public areas 24 23 24 22 25
The way different groups of people who live here get along and the 
sense of community 24 22 20 26 25

The range of indoor and outdoor recreational environments 21 19 20 22 20
The availability of good age-specific services 20 25 23 17 21
The cultural entertainment scene 20 15 17 25 18
The access to natural environments 19 16 21 20 17
The local approaches to environmental sustainability and climate 
change 14 12 12 14 15

The availability of community spaces and places for gatherings and 
events 12 10 10 15 11

The balance of different housing types 10 10 9 12 9
The look and design of the buildings, streetscapes and public 
places 9 7 8 12 9

More 
important 

Less 
important 

Note: Statistics in blue are significantly higher than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney while statistics in red are 
significantly lower than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney (at the 95% confidence interval). 



THOSE IN THE CENTRAL DISTRICT ARE LESS LIKELY TO FOCUS ON 
AVAILABILITY OF HEALTHCARE AND AVAILABILITY OF SCHOOLS 
THAN GREATER SYDNEY
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71

57

47
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The safety of people and their property

The overall cost of living

The public transport service

The availability of affordable housing

The availability of good healthcare services

The access to supermarkets and other retail
shops

The road network and traffic congestion

The availability of good schools and other
educational facilities

The access to suitable jobs and business
opportunities

The cleanliness and maintenance of the public
areas

Greater Sydney Central District Difference

Aspects that make an area a good place to live

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997, Central District n = 690, Eastern Suburbs n = 230, City of Sydney n = 230, Inner West n = 230). 
% % %



CENTRAL DISTRICT IS MORE LIKELY TO FOCUS ON ASPECTS 
AROUND THE ENTERTAINMENT AND CULTURAL SCENE THAN 
GREATER SYDNEY
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The way different groups of people who live
here get along and the sense of community

The range of indoor and outdoor recreational
environments

The availability of good age-specific services

The cultural entertainment scene

The access to natural environments

The local approaches to environmental
sustainability and climate change

The availability of community spaces and
places for gatherings and events

The balance of different housing types

The look and design of the buildings,
streetscapes and public places

Greater Sydney Central District Difference

Aspects that make an area a good place to live

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997, Central District n = 690, Eastern Suburbs n = 230, City of Sydney n = 230, Inner West n = 230). 
% % %



THE NORTH DISTRICT CONSIDERED SAFETY, PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
AND COST OF LIVING TO BE THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTORS IN 
MAKING AN AREA A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997, North District n = 691, Northern Beaches n = 231, Harbour North n = 230, Upper North n = 230). 
Q3. We’d now like to show you some statements about things which can make an area a good place to live. For each set you see, please select one statement which 
you think is most important and the one statement which you think is least important in making an area a good place in which to live? (note some options were 
shortened slightly for presentation purposes)
NB: This analysis is based on a statistically robust choice-style task which shows the respondent eleven sets of five randomly-generated statements from the list and 
asks them to nominate the most and least important in each set. The task and results are produced using specialist statistical software.
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Moderate 
performance

Poor  
performance

THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF EACH FACTOR IN MAKING 
AN AREA A GOOD PLACE IN WHICH TO LIVE (%)

NORTH 
DISTRICT

GREATER 
SYDNEY

NORTHERN 
BEACHES 

HARBOUR 
NORTH 

UPPER 
NORTH 

The safety of people and their property 71 71 67 72 74
The public transport service 52 47 49 56 50
The overall cost of living 52 57 52 54 48
The availability of good healthcare services 51 54 53 47 53
The availability of affordable housing 43 47 44 45 41
The road network and traffic congestion 39 36 42 37 38
The  availability of good schools and other educational facilities 33 35 33 28 38
The access to supermarkets and other retail shops 32 31 28 37 30
The access to suitable jobs and business opportunities 29 32 30 29 27
The availability of good age-specific services 25 25 26 21 27
The cleanliness and maintenance of the public areas 24 23 22 25 24
The way different groups of people who live here get along and the 
sense of community 22 22 20 22 25
The range of indoor and outdoor recreational environments 22 19 22 20 23
The access to natural environments 20 16 25 18 17
The cultural entertainment scene 17 15 16 20 15
The local approaches to environmental sustainability and climate 
change 12 12 12 11 12
The availability of community spaces and places for gatherings and 
events 11 10 10 11 12
The balance of different housing types 10 10 10 9 12
The look and design of the buildings, streetscapes and public 
places 8 7 8 8 9

More 
important 

Less 
important 

Note: Statistics in blue are significantly higher than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney while statistics in red are 
significantly lower than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney (at the 95% confidence interval). 



THOSE IN THE NORTH DISTRICT ARE MORE LIKELY TO FOCUS ON 
PUBLIC TRANSPORT THAN GREATER SYDNEY
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The safety of people and their property

The public transport service

The overall cost of living

The availability of good healthcare services

The availability of affordable housing

The road network and traffic congestion

The  availability of good schools and other
educational facilities

The access to supermarkets and other retail
shops

The access to suitable jobs and business
opportunities

The availability of good age-specific services

Greater Sydney North District Difference

Aspects that make an area a good place to live

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997, North District n = 691, Northern Beaches n = 231, Harbour North n = 230, Upper North n = 230). 
% % %



THEY ARE ALSO MORE LIKELY TO FOCUS ON RECREATIONAL AND 
NATURAL ENVIRONMENTS
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The cleanliness and maintenance of the public
areas

The way different groups of people who live
here get along and the sense of community

The range of indoor and outdoor recreational
environments

The access to natural environments

The cultural entertainment scene

The local approaches to environmental
sustainability and climate change

The availability of community spaces and
places for gatherings and events

The balance of different housing types

The look and design of the buildings,
streetscapes and public places

Greater Sydney North District Difference

Aspects that make an area a good place to live

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997, North District n = 691, Northern Beaches n = 231, Harbour North n = 230, Upper North n = 230). 
% % %



FOR SOUTH DISTRICT SAFETY, COST OF LIVING, HEALTHCARE, 
AFFORDABLE HOUSING AND PUBLIC TRANSPORT ARE MOST 
IMPORTANT IN MAKING AN AREA A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997, South District n = 462, South City n = 230, Sutherland n = 232). 
Q3. We’d now like to show you some statements about things which can make an area a good place to live. For each set you see, please select one statement which you think is most 
important and the one statement which you think is least important in making an area a good place in which to live? (note some options were shortened slightly for presentation purposes). NB: 
This analysis is based on a statistically robust choice-style task which shows the respondent eleven sets of five randomly-generated statements from the list and asks them to nominate the 
most and least important in each set. The task and results are produced using specialist statistical software.
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THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF EACH FACTOR IN MAKING 
AN AREA A GOOD PLACE IN WHICH TO LIVE (%)

SOUTH 
DISTRICT

GREATER 
SYDNEY SOUTH CITY SUTHERLAND 

The safety of people and their property 75 71 73 76
The overall cost of living 60 57 58 62
The availability of good healthcare services 55 54 55 56
The availability of affordable housing 50 47 48 51
The public transport service 48 47 51 44
The road network and traffic congestion 38 36 39 37
The  availability of good schools and other educational facilities 34 35 30 38
The access to supermarkets and other retail shops 31 31 32 30
The access to suitable jobs and business opportunities 27 32 27 28
The availability of good age-specific services 25 25 23 27
The cleanliness and maintenance of the public areas 24 23 26 22
The way different groups of people who live here get along and the 
sense of community 22 22 24 21

The range of indoor and outdoor recreational environments 18 19 18 19
The access to natural environments 17 16 15 20
The cultural entertainment scene 14 15 13 15
The local approaches to environmental sustainability and climate 
change 10 12 9 12

The balance of different housing types 10 10 11 8
The availability of community spaces and places for gatherings and 
events 9 10 10 9

The look and design of the buildings, streetscapes and public 
places 7 7 8 6

More 
important 

Less 
important 

Note: Statistics in blue are significantly higher than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney while statistics in red are 
significantly lower than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney (at the 95% confidence interval). 



THOSE IN SOUTH DISTRICT ARE LESS FOCUSED ON ACCESS TO 
JOBS AND BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
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The safety of people and their property

The overall cost of living

The availability of good healthcare services

The availability of affordable housing

The public transport service

The road network and traffic congestion

The  availability of good schools and other
educational facilities

The access to supermarkets and other retail
shops

The access to suitable jobs and business
opportunities

The availability of good age-specific services

Greater Sydney South District Difference

Aspects that make an area a good place to live

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997, South District n = 462, South City n = 230, Sutherland n = 232).
% % %



PERCEPTIONS ON MOST OTHER ATTRIBUTES SIMILAR TO 
GREATER SYDNEY
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The cleanliness and maintenance of the public
areas

The way different groups of people who live
here get along and the sense of community

The range of indoor and outdoor recreational
environments

The access to natural environments

The cultural entertainment scene

The local approaches to environmental
sustainability and climate change

The balance of different housing types

The availability of community spaces and
places for gatherings and events

The look and design of the buildings,
streetscapes and public places

Aspects that make an area a good place to live

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997, South District n = 462, South City n = 230, Sutherland n = 232).

Greater Sydney South District Difference

% % %



THE WEST DISTRICT CONSIDERED SAFETY, COST OF LIVING AND 
GOOD HEALTHCARE SERVICES TO BE MOST IMPORTANT IN 
MAKING AN AREA A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997, West District / North West submarket n = 231). 

Q3 We’d now like to show you some statements about things which can make an area a good place to live. For each set you see, please select one statement which 
you think is most important and the one statement which you think is least important in making an area a good place in which to live? (note some options were 
shortened slightly for presentation purposes)

NB: This analysis is based on a statistically robust choice-style task which shows the respondent eleven sets of five randomly-generated statements from the list and 
asks them to nominate the most and least important in each set. The task and results are produced using specialist statistical software.
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THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF EACH FACTOR IN MAKING AN AREA A GOOD PLACE IN 
WHICH TO LIVE (%)

WEST DISTRICT / 
NORTH WEST 
SUBMARKET

GREATER SYDNEY

The safety of people and their property 70 71
The overall cost of living 63 57
The availability of good healthcare services 60 54
The availability of affordable housing 52 47
The access to suitable jobs and business opportunities 43 32
The availability of good schools and other educational facilities 43 35
The public transport service 41 47
The road network and traffic congestion 35 36
The availability of good age-specific services 29 25
The access to supermarkets and other retail shops 27 31
The way different groups of people who live here get along and the sense of community 24 22
The cleanliness and maintenance of the public areas 20 23
The range of indoor and outdoor recreational environments 15 19
The local approaches to environmental sustainability and climate change 14 12
The access to natural environments 13 16
The cultural entertainment scene 12 15
The availability of community spaces and places for gatherings and events 9 10
The balance of different housing types 8 10
The look and design of the buildings, streetscapes and public places 6 7

More 
important 

Less 
important 

Note: Statistics in blue are significantly higher than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney while statistics in red are 
significantly lower than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney (at the 95% confidence interval). 



COMPARED TO GREATER SYDNEY, THOSE IN WEST DISTRICT FELT 
IT WAS MORE IMPORTANT TO IMPROVE ACCESS TO SUITABLE JOBS 
AND BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
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The safety of people and their property

The overall cost of living

The availability of good healthcare services

The availability of affordable housing

The access to suitable jobs and business
opportunities

The availability of good schools and other
educational facilities

The public transport service

The road network and traffic congestion

The availability of good age-specific services

The access to supermarkets and other retail
shops

Greater Sydney West District Difference

Aspects that make an area a good place to live

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997, West District / North West submarket n = 231). 
% % %



WEST DISTRICT’S VIEWS ON OTHER ASPECTS IN LINE WITH 
GREATER SYDNEY
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The way different groups of people who live
here get along and the sense of community

The cleanliness and maintenance of the public
areas

The range of indoor and outdoor recreational
environments
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The access to natural environments
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Greater Sydney Difference

Aspects that make an area a good place to live

West District

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997, West District / North West submarket n = 231). 
% % %



RESPONDENTS IN WEST CENTRAL DISTRICT CONSIDERED SAFETY, COST 
OF LIVING AND THE AVAILABILITY OF GOOD HEALTHCARE TO BE THE MOST
IMPORTANT FACTORS IN MAKING AN AREA A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997, West Central District n = 460, West Central (Growth) n = 230, Greater Parramatta n = 230). 
Q3. We’d now like to show you some statements about things which can make an area a good place to live. For each set you see, please select one statement which 
you think is most important and the one statement which you think is least important in making an area a good place in which to live? (note some options were 
shortened slightly for presentation purposes)
NB: This is a statistically robust choice-style task which shows the respondent 11 sets of 5 statements generated from the list at right by specially designed statistical 
software.
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THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF EACH FACTOR IN MAKING AN AREA 
A GOOD PLACE IN WHICH TO LIVE (%)

WEST CENTRAL 
DISTRICT

GREATER 
SYDNEY

GREATER 
PARRAMATTA 

WEST 
CENTRAL 
(GROWTH) 

The safety of people and their property 76 71 74 77
The overall cost of living 61 57 62 61
The availability of good healthcare services 58 54 54 61
The availability of affordable housing 48 47 47 49
The public transport service 46 47 47 45
The  availability of good schools and other educational facilities 42 35 41 43
The road network and traffic congestion 37 36 37 37
The access to suitable jobs and business opportunities 35 32 35 36
The access to supermarkets and other retail shops 32 31 34 30
The availability of good age-specific services 27 25 27 28
The cleanliness and maintenance of the public areas 24 23 25 23
The way different groups of people who live here get along and the sense 
of community 22 22 20 24

The range of indoor and outdoor recreational environments 17 19 17 16
The cultural entertainment scene 12 15 13 11
The access to natural environments 11 16 11 12
The local approaches to environmental sustainability and climate change 10 12 10 10
The availability of community spaces and places for gatherings and events 9 10 9 10
The balance of different housing types 8 10 9 7
The look and design of the buildings, streetscapes and public places 6 7 7 6

More 
important 

Less 
important 

Note: Statistics in blue are significantly higher than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney while statistics in red are 
significantly lower than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney (at the 95% confidence interval). 



WEST CENTRAL DISTRICT’S VIEWS ARE IN LINE WITH GREATER 
SYDNEY
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Greater Sydney West Central District Difference

Aspects that make an area a good place to live

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997, West Central District n = 460, West Central (Growth) n = 230, Greater Parramatta n = 230). 
% % %



WEST CENTRAL DISTRICT’S VIEWS ARE IN LINE WITH GREATER 
SYDNEY
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RESPONDENTS IN SOUTH WEST DISTRICT CONSIDERED SAFETY, 
HEALTHCARE SERVICES AND COST OF LIVING TO BE THE MOST 
IMPORTANT IN MAKING AN AREA A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997, South West District n = 463, South West (Growth) n = 232, South West (Established) n = 231). 
Q3. We’d now like to show you some statements about things which can make an area a good place to live. For each set you see, please select one statement which 
you think is most important and the one statement which you think is least important in making an area a good place in which to live? (note some options were 
shortened slightly for presentation purposes)
NB: This analysis is based on a statistically robust choice-style task which shows the respondent eleven sets of five randomly-generated statements from the list and 
asks them to nominate the most and least important in each set. The task and results are produced using specialist statistical software.
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THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF EACH FACTOR IN MAKING AN AREA 
A GOOD PLACE IN WHICH TO LIVE

SOUTH WEST 
DISTRICT

GREATER 
SYDNEY

SOUTH WEST 
(ESTABLISHED) 

SOUTH WEST 
(GROWTH) 

The safety of people and their property 73 71 73 74
The availability of good healthcare services 64 54 62 66
The overall cost of living 61 57 61 61
The availability of affordable housing 50 47 48 51
The public transport service 44 47 43 44
The access to suitable jobs and business opportunities 42 32 39 46
The availability of good schools and other educational facilities 41 35 40 43
The road network and traffic congestion 37 36 37 37
The availability of good age-specific services 30 25 29 30
The access to supermarkets and other retail shops 28 31 28 28
The cleanliness and maintenance of the public areas 21 23 22 20
The way different groups of people who live here get along and the sense 
of community 20 22 21 19

The range of indoor and outdoor recreational environments 15 19 16 14
The cultural entertainment scene 11 15 10 12
The local approaches to environmental sustainability and climate change 11 12 11 10
The access to natural environments 10 16 10 11
The availability of community spaces and places for gatherings and events 10 10 10 9
The balance of different housing types 9 10 10 8
The look and design of the buildings, streetscapes and public places 6 7 5 6

More 
important 

Less 
important 

Note: Statistics in blue are significantly higher than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney while statistics in red are 
significantly lower than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney (at the 95% confidence interval). 



COMPARED TO GREATER SYDNEY, SOUTH WEST DISTRICT IS 
MORE FOCUSED ON HEALTHCARE, COST, JOBS, SCHOOLS AND 
AGE-SPECIFIC CARE
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THEY ARE LESS LIKELY TO FOCUS ON ACCESS TO NATURAL 
ENVIRONMENTS, INDOOR AND OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL 
ENVIRONMENTS AND THE CULTURE/ENTERTAINMENT SCENE
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IMPORTANCE VERSUS 
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LIVEABILITY 
ATTRIBUTES
Greater Sydney



RELATING IMPORTANCE TO PERFORMANCE WITHIN GREATER 
SYDNEY
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WEST CENTRAL DISTRICT

 What makes West Central District special in the minds of residents is being able to benefit from having green spaces in close 
proximity, whilst having easy access to urban centres. The green spaces span passive and active recreation, at times inspiring some 
locals to live healthier lifestyles. Olympic Park receives very positive feedback for the breadth and quality of facilities. An important 
element of these surroundings is the much valued connection with nature.  

 West Central residents felt were the three most important features in making an area a good place to live were:
 The safety of people and their property (76%); 
 The overall cost of living (61%); and
 The availability of good healthcare services (58%).

LIVEABILITY PERCEPTIONS
 Almost two thirds (64%) of residents in the West Central District consider the liveability of their area to be either ‘excellent’ or ‘very 

good’. This is similar to the average of Greater Sydney (66%).
 The main reasons given for ratings of ‘excellent’ and ‘very good’ were: proximity to transport (30%); proximity to shops (30%); being 

close to beaches, parks and natural areas (22%); having easy access to services, amenities and facilities (20%); safety (17%) and 
proximity to good schools (17%).

 When asked to rate the performance of their local area on a number of aspects of liveability, West Central participants gave the 
highest ratings on access to supermarkets and retail shops (64% rated this as ‘excellent’ or ‘very good’), the availability of good 
schools (49% ‘excellent/very good’), and access to a range of indoor and outdoor recreation environments (46%). 

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS, PERCEIVED LIVEABILITY
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CONCERNS AND PRIORITIES, FUTURE HOUSING DEMAND AND TRANSPORT USAGE
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

CONCERNS AND PRIORITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT
 Overall, 11% of participants rated the West Central District as ‘fair’ or ‘poor’ and the main reasons for this related to lack of transport 

(14%); concerns about safety (12%); lack of infrastructure (11%) and concerns around overdevelopment and overcrowding (10%).

 When asked to rate the performance of their local area on a number of aspects of liveability, West Central District participants gave 
the lowest performance ratings to the availability of affordable housing (only 14% rated this as ‘excellent’ or ‘very good’), overall cost 
of living (19%) and access to job opportunities (23%).

 To manage the changing population profile of West Central District, participants nominated the following as key priorities for 
improvement: safety (85% rated this as ‘extremely’ or ‘very important’), the availability of good healthcare services (82%), cost of 
living (78%), public transport services (78%) and the road networks and traffic congestion (77%).

FUTURE DWELLING TYPES 
 Throughout the West Central District a detached house on its own block is the most popular type of dwelling (72%) (particularly in 

West Central (Growth) (80%)).

 While participants were less likely to prefer a detached house in the future (63%), they were still significantly more likely to prefer it 
compared to Greater Sydney (50%). This was particularly the case in West Central (Growth) (66%) and is echoed in the qualitative 
research where many participants said they chose to live in that area because it meant they could afford to live in a larger house. 

 Nearly one in five respondents who currently live in a freestanding house and believe that a freestanding house would best suit them 
in the future, would still consider living in an apartment or townhouse in the future (17% say they definitely or probably would consider 
it). 

FUTURE TRANSPORT PRIORITIES
 Participants in the qualitative research suggested they are open to using public transport in the future, as long as it improves and 

caters for the growing population. However, they are likely to continue to use the car as the preferred method for getting around in the 
future if the government does not invest in it adequately. 
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Local Government Areas 
by submarket

Greater Parramatta
Auburn

Bankstown
Holroyd

Parramatta

West Central (Growth)
Blacktown
The Hills
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THE IDEAL 
COMMUNITY
What is the ideal for the people of the 
West Central District?



WHAT PARTICIPANTS ARE LOOKING FOR IN AN IDEAL COMMUNITY

To provide a reference point for their responses on what they love about their local areas and what they believe needs to be improved, 
participants in the qualitative research were asked to talk about the components of their ideal community. The main themes for the 
participants of West Central District were as follows:

 Community feel: It is important that the ideal community caters for a wide range of ethnicities, socio-economic statuses and ages so 
everyone feels they belong. In practice, this is about neighbours recognising and acknowledging each other as they go about their 
daily lives and seeing people they know up the street at the local shops.  

 A feeling of safety: Participants spoke of wanting to feel safe in their ideal community both during the day and at night. This would 
be fostered by having necessary levels of policing, well-lit streets and well-developed relationships with neighbours. 

 A child-friendly recreational environment: The ideal community would have quiet, leafy streets where kids can ride bikes, go to the 
park and play on the equipment and feel safe around other families of a similar lifestage. It would include areas with no active 
entertainment, pubs or clubs. 

 Access to nature including greenspaces and waterways: The ideal environment is quiet and relaxing with parks, bushland and 
rivers. It was particularly important to preserve the natural environments in urban centres so that there was a space to relax and/or 
exercise.
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INFRASTRUCTURE, FACILITIES, ACCESS AND SERVICES NEEDED 
IN THE IDEAL COMMUNITY

In thinking about the necessary services, facilities, access and infrastructure that would be required in their ideal community, the most 
important considerations are outlined below. 

Each of the elements below were stated by around half of participants in the West Central (Growth) sub-market and and a third of those 
in the Greater Parramatta area. 

 Public transport: The ideal community would need train stations and bus services that are frequent, reliable and safe – especially at 
night.

 Roads: Local roads would need to link easily with major arteries and not be congested with traffic.
 Parking: Plenty of off-street parking is required, as well as additional parking in shopping centres (ideally free).
 Schools: Equitable access to good schools with quality teaching.
 Libraries: Participants would like to see the ideal community furnished with well-resourced modern libraries which could take a 

central role in supporting knowledge and education for the locals, but also function as a hub for the community. A couple of people 
mentioned the Bankstown Knowledge & Library Centre as an excellent example.

 Parks: These are considered essential for a relaxed atmosphere. They would have well-lit green spaces with walking paths, play 
equipment and barbeque facilities. These would also be maintained in good condition with no garbage or graffiti.

 Shops: Participants are keen to see a good range of affordable shopping as close to where they live as possible so they can walk 
there (primarily due to commonplace parking problems). Some mentioned the importance of specialist stores like a convenience 
store, pharmacy or post office while others were more interested in a supermarket. 

 Medical and health facilities: There is a need for accessible medical care/health services and within close proximity to the town 
centres. They should be easily accessible by public transport and by car with free parking.

 Mix of housing types: Participants suggested that a range of housing types such as detached and semi-detached housing on a 
small block and larger style apartments should be built to cater for different needs. 

Other services and facilities mentioned included emergency services (to aid the feeling of security and safety), open air concerts and 
movies, child care services and farmers’ markets.
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My ideal community would be friendly neighbours, a place 
safe for young and old. Good public transport, a good school, 
a sports centre. A friendly café and a great pizzeria. It would 
look inviting like a postcard and would give the residents a 
great sense of belonging and pride. There would be a 
general vibe of friendliness, and you would always feel at 
home.
-Greater Parramatta resident

A friendly suburban feel to it. It would have tree-lined streets 
and kids riding their bikes around carefree. Neighbours would 
talk to one another and have street parties. Kids would play 
freely and without the need for fear or supervision - just like 
when I was a kid. It would feel friendly, carefree and safe 
because those are three very important aspects that help 
establish a happy community. 
-Greater Parramatta resident

I want to live in a place 
where the kids have the 
opportunity to get the best 
education and grow up in 
a good neighbourhood 
environment. I also want a 
good transport system for 
easy travel to work.
-West Central (Growth) 
resident

My ideal community would 
be very diversified catering 
to people of all ages, 
incomes, ethnicities and 
socio-economic levels. I 
hope this would mean 
everyone would be 
welcome and enjoy living 
there. A mixture of schools, 
shops, community activities, 
parks, etc with a good 
transport system, both local 
and to other places.
-West Central (Growth) 
resident

My ideal community would have a lot of parks, recreational 
areas, it would have facilities such as gyms, parks, and 
playgrounds easily accessible. It would have a lot of shops 
for groceries and clothing. It will also come with easy to find 
parking, wide and, most importantly, clean streets. It will 
have bright lights at night. It will feel safe to be living there, 
calm, peaceful and friendly. It would have facilities including 
bright street lights, enough bins, clean walkways and well 
paved streets.
-Greater Parramatta resident

QUOTES ABOUT THE IDEAL COMMUNITY
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WHAT MAKES AN AREA A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE
To test some of the ideas raised in the ideal community discussions and provide robust measures of what are important in making an 
area a good place to live, quantitative research participants were provided with a list of features that were broken into randomly-
generated subsets. They then had to choose which in each subset were most and least important. The analysis produces a probability 
percentage for each feature that statistically verifies the relative importance of each feature over the other. When viewing the results 
presented on the following page, note that items that are less important are not necessarily unimportant to the community, they are just 
less important relative to the other items that were tested. 

 As shown in the results on the next page, the top three factors that participants in the West Central District consider to be most 
important for making an area a good place to live are: 
 The safety of people and their property (76%);
 The overall cost of living (61%); and
 The availability of good healthcare services (58%);

 The features considered least important by those in the West Central District were:
 The look and design of the buildings, streetscapes and public places (6%);
 The balance of different housing types (8%); and 
 The availability of community spaces and places for gatherings and events (9%).

 These results are in line with the results across Greater Sydney, and there are no significant differences by submarket.
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RESPONDENTS IN THE WEST CENTRAL DISTRICT CONSIDERED SAFETY, 
COST OF LIVING AND THE AVAILABILITY OF GOOD HEALTHCARE TO BE THE
MOST IMPORTANT FACTORS IN MAKING AN AREA A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997, West Central District n = 460, West Central (Growth) n = 230, Greater Parramatta n = 230). 
Q3. We’d now like to show you some statements about things which can make an area a good place to live. For each set you see, please select one statement which 
you think is most important and the one statement which you think is least important in making an area a good place in which to live? (note some options were 
shortened slightly for presentation purposes)
NB: This is a statistically robust choice-style task which shows the respondent 11 sets of 5 statements generated from the list at right by specially designed statistical 
software.
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THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF EACH FACTOR IN MAKING AN AREA 
A GOOD PLACE IN WHICH TO LIVE (%)

WEST CENTRAL 
DISTRICT

GREATER 
SYDNEY

GREATER 
PARRAMATTA 

WEST 
CENTRAL 
(GROWTH) 

The safety of people and their property 76 71 74 77
The overall cost of living 61 57 62 61
The availability of good healthcare services 58 54 54 61
The availability of affordable housing 48 47 47 49
The public transport service 46 47 47 45
The  availability of good schools and other educational facilities 42 35 41 43
The road network and traffic congestion 37 36 37 37
The access to suitable jobs and business opportunities 35 32 35 36
The access to supermarkets and other retail shops 32 31 34 30
The availability of good age-specific services 27 25 27 28
The cleanliness and maintenance of the public areas 24 23 25 23
The way different groups of people who live here get along and the sense 
of community 22 22 20 24

The range of indoor and outdoor recreational environments 17 19 17 16
The cultural entertainment scene 12 15 13 11
The access to natural environments 11 16 11 12
The local approaches to environmental sustainability and climate change 10 12 10 10
The availability of community spaces and places for gatherings and events 9 10 9 10
The balance of different housing types 8 10 9 7
The look and design of the buildings, streetscapes and public places 6 7 7 6

More 
important 

Less 
important 

Note: Statistics in blue are significantly higher than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney while statistics in red are 
significantly lower than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney (at the 95% confidence interval). 



WHY LIVE IN THE 
WEST CENTRAL 
DISTRICT?
Decision-influencers and trade-offs



DECISION DRIVERS AND TRADE-OFFS REQUIRED TO LIVE IN THE 
WEST CENTRAL DISTRICT
This question was explored in both the qualitative and quantitative research, with qualitative participants asked to explain why they 
chose to live where they do, and quantitative participants asked to rate a number of factors in terms of how important they were in the 
decision to live where they are now. Below is a synthesis of the findings from both, and the quantitative data is presented on the 
following page.

 As can be seen on the chart on the next page, affordability of housing (to rent or buy) was the main reason participants chose to live 
in the West Central District. Around three quarters of participants in the qualitative research suggested that it was a big contributor to 
why they moved to the area initially and also why they plan to stay in the area. 

 Safety of people and their property was considered the second most important driver of the choice to live in the West Central District. 
Some in the qualitative research suggested that they felt a real sense of community living where they do and therefore the area felt 
safer. 

 The third most important factor was suitable public transport connections and the qualitative results indicate that this is because those 
in the West Central District felt they had access to the transport they need and could access local amenities and the city with relative 
ease. 

 The forth most important factor was proximity to family and friends. Many people in the qualitative research stated they had lived in 
the area for a number of years and this was an important factor in what made them stay in the area. 

 Access to medical facilities and supermarkets and retail shops were also important factors ranked as sixth and seventh respectively. 
This was also emphasised in the qualitative research as having these local amenities meant they spent less time travelling to do
chores and more time with family. 

 Compared with Greater Sydney, those in West Central District were less likely to be driven by access to the natural environment (2% 
versus 4%) and this was primarily driven by Greater Parramatta (2%). West Central District participants were also less likely to be 
driven by the cultural and entertainment scene, and this was driven by West Central (Growth) (1%).
 Perhaps reflecting the very diverse nature of the Greater Parramatta submarket community, these participants were also less likely 

to have chosen their area based on a desire to ‘live in an area with people like me’. (2% versus 3% Greater Sydney).
 In terms of trade-offs, it was suggested in the qualitative discussions that West Central participants would rather have a smaller home 

closer to work or shops in order to have more time to do what they enjoy.
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HOUSING AFFORDABILITY, SAFETY AND PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
CONNECTIONS WERE THE MAIN DRIVERS OF THE CHOICE TO LIVE 
IN THE WEST CENTRAL DISTRICT
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AVERAGE POINTS OUT OF 100 ATTRIBUTED TO EACH ASPECT (I.E. 
RELATIVE MEASURE OF IMPORTANCE)

WEST CENTRAL 
DISTRICT

GREATER 
SYDNEY

GREATER 
PARRAMATTA

WEST 
CENTRAL 
(GROWTH)

Affordability of the housing (to rent or buy) 12 11 12 11
The safety of myself and my family 11 9 10 12
Suitable public transport connections 7 7 8 6
Proximity to my friends and family 7 6 8 5
The cost of living in the area 6 6 6 7
Access to health and medical facilities 6 6 6 6
Access to supermarkets and retail shops 6 6 6 6
Living close to work or study 5 5 5 5
A larger home 5 4 4 5
Access to shops 4 5 5 4
Access to education facilities 4 4 4 5
The cleanliness of the area 4 4 4 3
Suitable road networks 3 4 3 4
Living in the area where I grew up 3 3 4 2
Access to employment opportunities 3 3 3 3
Access to outdoor recreation areas 2 3 3 2
Access to the natural environment 2 4 2 3
Living in an area with people like me 2 3 2 3
The sense of community 2 3 2 2
A smaller home 2 2 2 1

The cultural and entertainment scene 1 2 1 1

Other 2 2 1 2

Note: Statistics in blue are significantly higher than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney while statistics in red are 
significantly lower than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney (at the 95% confidence interval). 

Base: Housing decision makers (Greater Sydney n = 2,547, West Central District n = 382, West Central (Growth) n = 189, Greater Parramatta n = 193). 
Q5b We’d now like to understand why you chose to live where you currently live .  Below is a list of things that might have factored into your or your family’s decision to live where 
you currently are. For this exercise you have 100 points to ‘spend’. Please allocate these points to indicate the importance of those aspects which factored into your decision to live 
where you are now. Allocate more points to the things which were most important in your decision and give less points to the things which were less important. Note, you do not 
have to put figures in all the boxes, only the ones that influenced your decision to live in your local area. 
. 



I live in Parklea, close to the T-way and Sentry Drive. There 
are many city buses which I can catch from here straight to 
Railway Square. I just walk to the bus stop and catch the 
bus either through Sunnyholt Road or Sentry Drive. Apart 
from that I can catch a bus to the train station too. So I have 
many options compared to the other areas. I can’t afford to 
buy even an apartment in Randwick and I like to live in a 
house with a backyard and this place is beautiful with more 
greenery and it’s more modern.
I’m close to a shopping centre, swimming pool, gym, sports 
for the kids, restaurants and cinemas. Castle Towers for 
branded stores, Westpoint on the other side, Rouse Hill 
Town Centre for restaurants, and Stanhope Gardens for 
groceries and the food court.

-West Central (Growth) resident

Well to be honest we did some research and heard it’s a good 
area to live for your family and of course the price of houses 
could be afforded at that time, there are heaps better areas but 
we simply cannot afford it. Schools are good, crime rate is not 
bad at all, not many incidents have happened in the area.
-West Central (Growth) resident

To be honest, we’re living in Epping purely as a matter of 
circumstance and not really by choice. We were renting in 
Lane Cove and loved it but our landlord was renovating and 
selling so we had to find somewhere quickly and a relative 
working in real estate helped out by finding us an 
apartment in Epping. We have stayed because we wanted 
to stay here to start a family, and now that we’ve done that 
we’re growing out of our 2-bedroom (top-floor!) apartment. 
We’re now looking for somewhere where we want our 
children to start school/grow up.
-Greater Parramatta resident

I am not sure that I could tell 
someone that my area is 
unique or different compared 
to other places in Sydney. I 
could tell them that it has a bit 
of bushland and walkways 
close by for a good walk. It 
has a decent train service to 
the city and I can get to work 
within the hour from door to 
door. It also has a bus 
service to neighbouring 
suburbs. The main shopping 
area encompasses your 
usual supermarket, butcher, 
green grocer, chemist, 
doctors, bakery etc. I do not 
think it has anything out of 
the ordinary to offer.
-Greater Parramatta 
resident

I chose this area because 
it seemed family friendly, 
it was close to my work at 
the time, and as it turned 
out, it was convenient to 
Macquarie University 
where I studied for my 
Science Degree.
The area was withing 
easy access to the city by 
more than one route, 
close enough to the city 
that it was convenient, 
but far away enough from 
the city to have a 
traditional suburban feel.
-Greater Parramatta 
resident

QUOTES ON WHY THEY CHOSE TO LIVE IN THE AREA
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Yes smaller house closer to where life interests are is important. 
We bought with where my husband worked in mind. This meant 
at first that I traveled quite a distance by train to work and public 
transport wasn't good then but most of the time I was able to time 
it for the better trains and I lived far enough out to get a seat. We 
chatted, or I knitted or read or slept going home. There was a big 
change in the train timetables which was disastrous but 
fortunately I only had to endure it for a few months as I left to 
have a baby. With the public transport system then I could never 
have considered working and taking my baby (it was offered to 
me) and the road system wasn't any good also. Later when my 
husband changed jobs, we moved and my husband could walk to 
work and I was able to find work close enough to drive and 
sometimes walk (this latter presented problems when my 
daughters were sick at school - I had to catch a taxi home to get 
the car) I soon mostly got into the habit of driving - it was more 
convenient and reliable. Today I live on my own and like the fact 
that I can walk to the essentials but the car is there if I need it. 
Greater Parramatta resident

I would prefer a smaller home close to where I work - I already 
catch two buses going to and coming from work Monday-Friday 
and this totals to ± 50min travel all up. That's long enough for 
me.
West Central (Growth) resident

I would prefer somewhere smaller close to where I work, I often 
look at the poor souls in their cars stuck in traffic looking 
miserable and thinking to myself "I could never endure that on a 
daily basis".
Greater Parramatta resident 

Since I work in the city, I wanted somewhere I had access to 
public transport. I came to see display homes in Kellyville nine 
years ago and really loved this new developing north west area. 
But now it is so developed and the traffic is getting bad. I might 
even try to move somewhere peaceful if the traffic becomes 
worse here. It is modern and a fast developing area with all the 
facilities like leisure centres, shopping centres, Wet’n’Wild, 
close to public transport and lots of good restaurants. It is a very 
safe area to live with all modern built houses. 

Greater Parramatta resident

QUOTES ON TRADE-OFFS IN CHOICE OF PLACE TO LIVE
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PREFERRED PLACE TO LIVE
To further understand what it is that makes people choose to live where they do and what they are really looking for in a community, the 
qualitative research participants were asked where they would live in Greater Sydney if there were no barriers and why they would live 
there.

 While West Central District participants had grown fond of the area they live in, it was not necessarily where they had originally 
pictured they would live. Often it was the fact the area felt safe, had affordable housing and the general cost of living was lower when 
they moved that prompted the decision to move there.

 Many felt they would stay in the West Central District if the necessary infrastructure was built to meet the area’s growing demand. 
While some suggested they could see some improvements they feel more still needs to be done, especially in terms of providing local 
schools and better public transport. 

 Some suggested they quite liked living where they are now, but among those who would prefer to live elsewhere destinations 
mentioned were mostly in, or closer to, the city including the CBD, Eastern Suburbs, North Shore, Pyrmont, Balmain or Rozelle. One 
or two were interested in some of the new and modern complexes in The Ponds. 

 When pondering whether participants would move, it mostly came down to life stage:
 Starting or growing a family prompts people to want a larger home. Proximity of schools, amenities and value for money can drive 

people’s choice.
 When a couple become empty nesters, less space is needed. In addition, some participants want a home and garden that requires 

less maintenance.
 Ageing: Proximity to medical services, hospitals, shops and public transport become very important at this stage of life. Proximity 

of children/grandchildren can also influence this decision so there’s a level of uncertainty as to where they will reside into the 
future.
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I used to think that I'd want to be closer to the city, but as I've 
got older, and we've made our lives here in the Hills, I think 
we are very lucky to live here. As I said before, we are spoilt 
for choice in many things - shopping centres, cinemas, 
libraries, public transport, sporting facilities - both indoor and 
outdoor, medical and dental services, good schools - both 
public and private.

West Central (Growth) resident

I like Pyrmont as it is walking distance from the city but is quiet 
enough from the madness that city life brings. I also like areas in 
the inner west such as Balmain or Rozelle or the Lower North 
Shore such as Crows Nest for the cafe, family and park lifestyle 
on the weekends.
Greater Parramatta resident

Well I currently live in Oakhurst but don’t mind living near 
The Ponds. I have family that lives there but its obviously a 
very expensive area. The reason why I’d love to live there is 
firstly, I have many relatives living there. Secondly, its a 
wonderful newly built area which simply looks great and 
thirdly, all facilities and services provided in that area are 
wonderful.
West Central (Growth) resident

I would love to live in Sydney CBD purely because of safety, 
proximity reasons to shops, services, facilities available. It is the 
convenience of everything at your doorstop and feeling safe in 
regards to having access to assistance if required.
Greater Parramatta resident

QUOTES ON PREFERRED PLACE TO LIVE
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THE CHARACTER AND 
ESSENCE OF THE 
WEST CENTRAL 
DISTRICT
What makes the West Central District 
special?
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THE ESSENCE OF THE WEST CENTRAL DISTRICT
 The West Central District is vast, encompassing Greater Parramatta, the Hills District, the North West Growth Centre and Bankstown.
 What makes the West Central District special in the minds of residents is being able to benefit from having green spaces in close 

proximity, whilst having easy access to urban centres such as Parramatta CBD and the North West. 
 The area is a place of much diversity and it offers a wide range of food outlets showcasing the many cultural influences in the area. 
 Many have a strong sense of community and feel at home and safe in their environment. Some mentioned how the area feels like real 

suburbia as there are local shops and schools and CBDs with close proximity. They also think the area is child friendly.
 Housing affordability in the area was perceived as better than most other areas in Greater Sydney and this is partly because areas such 

as Kellyville have large housing estates that are more affordable and very well developed, giving young families the opportunity to buy a 
larger house for their family.



WHAT PARTICIPANTS VALUE MOST ABOUT THE WEST CENTRAL 
DISTRICT
In the qualitative research participants were asked to describe what they liked about their local area and to upload photos to show what 
they felt were the really special or unique things about the area. An analysis of key themes follows, presented in broad descending order 
of importance:

 Green spaces: As indicated in the previous page, these are highly valued and easy to access. The parks and reserves are not only 
for relaxation, but they also inspire residents to live healthier and more active lives. They also provide connection to natural habitats 
and wildlife such as king parrots, possums, blue-tongued lizards, water dragons, kangaroos and reptiles.
 Examples of favourite green spaces and natural environments include: Nurragingy Reserve, Prospect Reservoir, Alpha Park, 

William Lawson Reserve, Wrights Road Reserve, Bidjigal Reserve, Santa Rosa Park, Edna Hunt Sanctuary, Bicentennial Park, 
Boronia Park, Lane Cove National Park. Plus proximity to Warragamba Dam, Bilpin and the lower Blue Mountains.

 Public transport access to urban centres: The accessibility, quality and/or proximity of public transport was commented on by 
around half of participants in each submarket. The local services are thought to provide easy and affordable access to the city and 
other centres. There are perceived to be good train services to Parramatta and Bankstown in particular and good bus services to 
neighbouring suburbs. 

 Road networks: The M2 and M4 were specifically mentioned by participants in the District as making it easy to travel to the city and 
Northern Beaches or other nearby areas.

 Recreational facilities: Around a third of participants mentioned how much they value many of the local facilities and amenities such 
as the Stanhope Leisure Centre, Wet’n’Wild, Bernie Mullane Sports Complex, Kellyville Netball Complex, Dural Sport and Leisure 
Centre and Blacktown Showground. 
 Sydney Olympic Park is especially valued by those in Greater Parramatta because of the quality and variety of activities and 

facilities it offers, and for the way the built environment is integrated into the natural surroundings creating calm and serene areas 
for winding down, as well as plenty of options for getting active.

 Shopping: 
 West Central (Growth) participants particularly valued the shopping centre experiences available in the District including Castle 

Towers and Westpoint Shopping Centre. Rouse Hill Town Centre is favoured for its restaurants; Stanhope Gardens for grocery 
and the food court; and Plumpton Shopping Centre for post office and banks.

 Greater Parramatta participants focused more on local stores. Midway shops is considered a great example of a community 
shopping experience featuring warm and personal service from shop owners who have been in the area for a number of years. 
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WHAT PARTICIPANTS VALUE MOST ABOUT THE WEST CENTRAL 
DISTRICT
 Quality of local schools: Around half of the participants in West Central (Growth) and a few of those in Greater Parramatta spoke of 

the high quality of local schools. These included Sherwood Ridge Primary School, Kellyville High School, William Clarke College, 
Rouse Hill High and Rouse Hill Anglican College. One participant in Great Parramatta mentioned schools nearby are rated highly on 
the My Schools comparison website.

 Safety: Whilst there is some concern about increasing crime among a handful of people in West Central (Growth) and a couple in 
Greater Parramatta, participants broadly feel very safe. Seeing others go about their pursuits (e.g. jogging) helps give them 
confidence in their own safety.

 Cultural connection: This is a slightly stronger theme in Greater Parramatta and was more likely to be mentioned by people from 
non-English speaking backgrounds. It refers to the fact that people from many cultures can mix easily and get to know each other, 
sharing stories and cultural traditions as well as great food. Toongabbie is singled out as an excellent example of where this occurs.
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PARKS AND NATURE
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There are some nice lakeside restaurants in Norwest 
Business Park with mouth watering menus and good views 
and serenity… I love the water views as people like me can’t 
afford to live near the beach. At least we get the feeling here.
-West Central (Growth) resident

One of the beautiful king parrots that visits our back garden in 
Baulkham Hills. It is lovely to see them so close up. I love the tall 

trees in our area and the bush behind our house. We have 
possums nesting in our trees and everyday we have birds come to 

our garden to feed on the native plants.
-Greater Parramatta resident

The picture reflects a local park with a corner for children. It is a 
quiet place to relax away from the rush of everyday life. It's 
reassuring to know there's a place nearby that I can go for some 
quiet time… I like to go there to not think of everyday life but 
pleasant things like restaurants I would like to go to, places I would 
like to visit for holidays, movies I want to see etc.
-Greater Parramatta resident

In the qualitative research participants were asked to describe what they liked about their local area and uploaded photos to show 
what they felt were the really special or unique things about their local area. The following pages display some of the images and 
associated quotes describing what the photo means to participants.



SPACE AND SPACES TO PLAY
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I know that the newly subdivided land behind us 
won't stay like that for long… what I think is 
special is the trees that have been grown, the 
bush that has been left, the clear sky and sunset 
that isn't marred by pollution, and while the blocks 
of land that are being snapped up are over 200m2

smaller that ours, at least they are zoned for single 
dwellings. 
-West Central (Growth) resident

[Blacktown Showground] is my son’s favourite 
place! We love the water park, playground, 
ponds, basketball courts, sporting fields and 
picnic areas. It truly is a one stop place for 
families to take their children of all ages!
-West Central (Growth) resident

This (Day Street Park) is one of the parks in my 
area. It has a variety of things for children to play 

on and is close to local schools and shops. It 
already is maintained and kept safe for children 
so I’d like to see that continue. I like that it also 

has a large grass area around it for other games 
and activities, but is still safe from the road.

-West Central (Growth) resident



PERCEIVED 
LIVEABILITY OF THE 
WEST CENTRAL 
DISTRICT



OVERALL LIVEABILITY PERCEPTIONS
To understand perceptions on the liveability of their area, participants were first asked to rate the liveability of their area then explain the 
reasons for their ratings. They were then shown a number of aspects of liveability and asked to rate their local area in terms of its 
performance on that attribute. The results are summarised below, and the data is presented in charts and tables on the pages following.

 Unprompted, 64% of residents in the West Central District consider liveability of their area to be either ‘excellent’ or ‘very good’. This 
is similar to the average of Greater Sydney (66%).

 However, note that ratings of ‘excellent’ were significantly lower in West Central District (15%) when compared with the ratings for 
Greater Sydney (21%), and this was driven by the Greater Parramatta submarket (14%).

 The main reasons given for ratings of ‘excellent’ and ‘very good’ were: proximity to transport (30%); proximity to shops (30%); being 
close to beaches, parks and natural areas (22%); having easy access to services, amenities and facilities (20%); safety (17%) and 
proximity to good schools (17%).

 Overall, 11% of participants rated the Central West District as ‘fair’ or ‘poor’ and the main reasons for this related to lack of transport 
(14%); concerns about safety (12%); lack of infrastructure (11%) and concerns around overdevelopment and overcrowding (10%).

 When asked to rate the performance of their local area on a number of aspects of liveability, West Central District participants gave 
the highest ratings on access to supermarkets and retail shops (64% rated this as ‘excellent’ or ‘very good’), the availability of good 
schools (49% ‘excellent/very good’), and access to a range of indoor and outdoor recreation environments (46%). 

 Lowest performance ratings were given for the availability of affordable housing (only 14% rated this as ‘excellent’ or ‘very good’), 
overall cost of living (19%) and access to job opportunities (23%).

 Compared to Greater Sydney, West Central District’s performance ratings were much lower for the safety of people and their property 
(41% versus 48%), the cultural entertainment scene (36% versus 43%), access to natural environments (30% versus 45%) and local 
approaches to sustainability and climate change (24% versus 29%).

 In terms of submarket differences, Greater Parramatta gave lower ratings on access to supermarkets and retail (59% versus 65%
Greater Sydney), safety (38% versus 48%), access to natural environments (30% versus 45%) and local approaches to sustainability
(20% versus 29%).

 West Central (Growth) gave lower ratings on the cultural entertainment scene (35% versus 43% Greater Sydney) and access to 
natural environments (30% versus 45%).
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STATED LIVEABILITY IN THE WEST CENTRAL DISTRICT IS SLIGHTLY 
LOWER THAN GREATER SYDNEY BUT STILL TYPICALLY 
CONSIDERED TO BE ‘VERY GOOD’
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Greater Parramatta

West Central (Growth)

Greater Sydney

West Central District

%

Unprompted Liveability

Excellent Very good Good Fair Poor

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997, West Central District n = 460, West Central (Growth) n = 230, Greater Parramatta n = 230).  

Q1a ‘Liveability refers to the ability of an area to meet the needs of its residents. How would you rate the liveability of your local area? 

64Note: Arrows in blue are significantly higher than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney while arrows in red are 
significantly lower than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney (at the 95% confidence interval). 



PROXIMITY TO TRANSPORT, SHOPS, NATURAL AREAS, SERVICES 
AND AMENITIES AND SCHOOLS, AS WELL AS A SENSE OF SAFETY 
DROVE RATINGS OF ‘EXCELLENT’ OR ‘VERY GOOD’
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POSITIVE ASPECTS MENTIONED BY RESPONDENTS WHO FELT THE 
LIVEABILITY OF THEIR LOCAL AREA IS ‘EXCELLENT’ OR ‘VERY 
GOOD’ (% OF RESPONDENTS MENTIONING EACH ASPECT)

WEST CENTRAL 
DISTRICT

GREATER 
SYDNEY

GREATER 
PARRAMATTA

WEST 
CENTRAL 
(GROWTH)

Good / close to transport / transport connections 30 32 31 28
Good / close to shops / for shopping 30 34 27 32
Good / close to parks / beach / open areas / greenery / bush 22 29 21 22
Good / close to services / amenities / facilities 20 22 25 16
Safe / low crime / secure 17 13 18 15
Good / close to schools 17 14 11 22
No noise / quiet 12 9 11 13
Good neighbourhood / people 8 10 8 8
Good / close to medical / hospital services 8 7 4 11
No pollution / clean 8 7 8 7
Good area / location to live / rural 7 7 6 8
Nice community 5 5 6 4
Good / close to sporting / recreation facilities 5 5 4 6
Close to city / convenient location 4 7 8 1
Good infrastructure 3 3 1 4
Good land / housing block size / housing options 3 3 1 4
Good roads 2 3 2 3
Good council / Local government specific facilities 2 3 4 1
Affordable housing / rent 2 1 3 2
Good for children / families 2 1 1 3
Good / close to cafes and restaurants / entertainment 2 8 2 1
Good / close to libraries 2 1 2 1
Good environment 2 2 1 2

Note: Statistics in blue are significantly higher than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney while statistics in red are 
significantly lower than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney (at the 95% confidence interval). 

Base: Respondents who rated the liveability of their local area as ‘Excellent’ or ‘Very Good’. (Greater Sydney n = 1,978 , West Central District n = 294 , 
Greater Parramatta n = 145, West Central (Growth) n = 149 ).   

Q1b What makes the liveability of your area (insert response from Q1a)?  (Note: Responses from Q1a could have included ‘Excellent’, ‘Very good’, ‘Good’, 
‘Fair’ or ‘Poor’  



LACK OF TRANSPORT, SAFETY ISSUES, LACK OF INFRASTRUCTURE 
AND CONCERNS ABOUT OVERCROWDING DROVE ‘FAIR’ OR ‘POOR’ 
RATINGS
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NEGATIVE ASPECTS MENTIONED BY RESPONDENTS WHO FELT 
THE LIVEABILITY OF THEIR LOCAL AREA IS ‘FAIR’ OR ‘POOR’ (% 
OF RESPONDENTS MENTIONING EACH ASPECT)

WEST CENTRAL 
DISTRICT

GREATER 
SYDNEY

GREATER 
PARRAMATTA *

WEST CENTRAL 
(GROWTH)

Lack of / no transport 14 13 15 14
Bad neighbourhood / not safe 12 10 13 10
No / need infrastructure 11 9 8 15
Overcrowded / overdevelopment 10 15 10 10
Lack of / no shops 8 5 10 4
Bad roads / roads and footpaths not maintained 6 8 4 8
Dirty / pollution 6 5 10 0
Cost of living / food / high petrol prices 5 4 9 0
House - rent / prices high 5 7 8 0
Traffic congestion / parking issues 4 8 7 0
Undesirable people 4 5 3 5
Need parks / no parks / need recreation facilities 4 5 3 5
Council / government issues 3 4 3 4
Lack of / no services 3 4 2 4
Noise pollution 2 2 4 0
No / lack of entertainment/ cafes 2 2 0 5
No / lack of business / unemployment 2 4 0 5
Lack of schools 0 3 0 0
No medical / hospital facilities 0 1 0 0

Note: Statistics in blue are significantly higher than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney while statistics in red 
are significantly lower than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney (at the 95% confidence interval). 

Base: Respondents who rated the liveability of their local area as ‘Excellent’ or ‘Very Good’. (Greater Sydney n = 259 , West Central District n = 45, Greater 
Parramatta n = 23 , West Central (Growth) n = 31) * Caution small sample size 
Q1b What makes the liveability of your area (insert response from Q1a)?  (Note: Responses from Q1a could have included ‘Excellent’, ‘Very good’, ‘Good, 
‘Fair’ or ‘Poor’



HIGHER PERFORMANCE RATINGS WERE FOR ACCESS TO RETAIL, 
AVAILABILITY OF SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL ENVIRONMENTS AND 
HEALTHCARE 
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Availability of good age-specific services (e.g. childcare, after-school
care, aged care)

Way different groups of people who live here get along and the sense of
community

Availability of community spaces and places for gatherings and events
(e.g. libraries, halls, village or town squares)

Safety of people and their property

Cleanliness and maintenance of the public areas

Public transport service (the frequency and extent of local services)

Availability of good healthcare services

Range of indoor and outdoor recreational environments (like parks and
playgrounds, cycle and walking paths, playing fields and facilities etc.)

Availability of good schools and other educational facilities

Access to supermarkets and other retail shops

%

Performance on specific liveability aspects

Excellent Very good Good Fair Poor

Base: West Central District n = 460, West Central (Growth) n = 230, Greater Parramatta n = 230. 
Q2. From your perspective, how would you rate your local area as it is today on each of the following aspects? If you’re not sure, please just base your answer on your 
impressions. 
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LOWER RATINGS WERE FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING, COST OF 
LIVING, ACCESS TO SUITABLE JOBS AND TRAFFIC CONGESTION 
AND LOCAL APPROACHES TO SUSTAINABILITY
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Availability of affordable housing (to rent or buy)

Overall cost of living

Access to suitable jobs and business opportunities

Road network and traffic congestion

Local approaches to environmental sustainability and climate
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Access to natural environments (beaches, nature reserves etc)

Look and design of the buildings, streetscapes and public places

Balance of different housing types (e.g. houses, townhouses,
apartments, units)

Cultural entertainment scene (including cafes, restaurants,
markets, theatres, nightspots and sporting events)

%

Performance on specific liveability aspects

Excellent Very good Good Fair Poor

Base: West Central District n = 460, West Central (Growth) n = 230, Greater Parramatta n = 230. 
Q2. From your perspective, how would you rate your local area as it is today on each of the following aspects? If you’re not sure, please just base your answer on your 
impressions. 
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WEST CENTRAL DISTRICT RESIDENTS GAVE LOWER RATINGS THAN 
GREATER SYDNEY ON SAFETY, THE CULTURAL SCENE, ACCESS TO 
NATURAL ENVIRONMENTS AND SUSTAINABILITY

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997, West Central District n = 460, West Central (Growth) n = 230, Greater Parramatta n = 230). 
Q2. From your perspective, how would you rate your local area as it is today on each of the following aspects? If you’re not sure, please just base your answer on your impressions. 
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Note: Statistics in blue are significantly higher than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney while statistics in 
red are significantly lower than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney (at the 95% confidence interval). 

% OF RESPONDENTS WHO RATED THEIR AREA AS ‘EXCELLENT’ OR 
‘VERY GOOD’ ON EACH ATTRIBUTE

WEST CENTRAL 
DISTRICT

GREATER 
SYDNEY

GREATER 
PARRAMATTA

WEST 
CENTRAL 
(GROWTH)

Access to supermarkets and other retail shops 65 65 59 71
Availability of good schools and other educational facilities 49 52 46 53
Range of indoor and outdoor recreational environments 47 51 46 47
Availability of good healthcare services 46 48 42 51
Public transport service 45 45 49 41
Cleanliness and maintenance of the public areas 43 45 42 44
Safety of people and their property 41 48 38 45
Availability of community spaces and places for gatherings and events 41 44 38 43
Way different groups of people who live here get along and the sense of 
community 40 43 40 40

Availability of good age-specific services 37 38 37 36
Cultural entertainment scene 36 43 37 35
Balance of different housing types 35 36 36 35
Look and design of the buildings, streetscapes and public places 35 37 33 37
Access to natural environments 30 45 30 30
Local approaches to environmental sustainability and climate change 24 29 20 27
Road network and traffic congestion 23 22 25 21
Access to suitable jobs and business opportunities 23 25 24 22
Overall cost of living 19 17 19 19
Availability of affordable housing 14 14 12 16



ROAD NETWORK/TRAFFIC CONGESTION, JOBS ACCESS, COST OF LIVING 
AND AVAILABILITY OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING ARE THE AREAS THAT 
REQUIRE FOCUS FOR FUTURE PLANNING IN WEST CENTRAL DISTRICT

Base: West Central District n = 460.
From Q2: Performance on each attribute = ‘Excellent’ or ‘Very good’
From Q3: Relative performance on each attribute (derived measure from max-diff experiment)
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RELATING IMPORTANCE TO PERFORMANCE WITHIN GREATER 
SYDNEY

Base: Total sample, n = 2,997 
From Q2: Performance on each attribute = ‘Excellent’ or ‘Very good’ 
From Q3: Relative performance on each attribute (derived measure from max-diff experiment)
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DISLIKES, ISSUES AND CONCERNS, AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT

72

To provide further understanding beyond the ratings, qualitative participants were given the opportunity to discuss in detail what they 
dislike most about where they live and what would make their community even better in the future. Their responses are summarised
below and presented in broad descending order of importance:

 Traffic congestion: This was an area with a relatively low performance rating but a high importance rating in the quantitative survey. It 
was also the number one issue for over half of qualitative participants. 

 Specific peak hour trouble spots mentioned included Rawson St, at the intersection of Carlingford Road and Beecroft Road; Epping 
Road, by Epping Boys’ High School; Sentry Drive/Damien Drive in Stanhope Gardens (where people try to avoid Quakers Hill 
Parkway getting onto Showground Road at Green Road); getting onto Windsor Road at Wrights Road; getting on to Old Northern 
Road at Glenhaven Road; and at President Avenue. 

 Availability of affordable housing: This was also a highly important but low performing liveability attribute for West Central District. 
Qualitative participants provide insights to this via their stated fear that house prices will continue going up and that they will not be able to 
keep living in the area. 

 Public transport was considered an important area for improvement in both the qualitative and the quantitative research. While it was 
considered to be performing well currently, three quarters of participants in the qualitative research suggested that there is still work to be 
done, particularly to meet the needs of the growing and ageing population. Some were aware of current transport projects in the area but 
were not clear about the extent to which they might ease some of their frustrations. Hence, it remains at the forefront of their mind.

 Parking: Around half of participants in the qualitative research mentioned this concern, resulting from an increase in traffic. Parking on 
streets near retail is also thought to be problematic, as participants said they prefer to drive to go shopping and rely on easily finding an 
affordable parking space.

Other topics commented on by a small number of participants included:

 Schools: While the quantitative results show that West Central District generally performs well in providing good quality schooling, 
geographical catchment boundaries caused frustration for some qualitative participants. One said that Glenwood High is closer and 
easier to travel to than Quakers Hill High, but is not considered to be in their area which means going to a school much further away and 
longer travel times. Residents would like to go to a school that’s in their vicinity or at least have alternative convenient transport 
provided.



DISLIKES, ISSUES AND CONCERNS, AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT 
(CONT.)
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 Safety: While the District is generally considered safe, there was a low-level concern among qualitative participants about increasing 
crime rates and mischief among young people especially. Trouble spots highlighted include the car parks at Stanhope Gardens 
Shopping Centre, Blacktown and Quakers Hill trains stations, Mount Druitt and Rooty Hill. One or two people also mentioned that they 
would like to see more street lighting in Lidcombe. 

 Playgrounds: Some participants in Greater Parramatta and a few in West Central (Growth) would like to see local playgrounds 
updated, especially at Parramatta Park, Alpha Park and William Lawson Reserve. One participant spoke about facilities they had seen 
in Queensland that they would like to see more of, such as mini nature walks, interactive play facilities that might include pictures and 
sounds of things to spot or observe, sand play toys, climbing ropes, flying foxes, mini pedal cars and trains on a track.



Traffic congestion is probably my number one pet hate in this 
area.
-Greater Parramatta resident

My daughter started school at North Rocks Public school, but 
when we moved she had to start catching the bus to school, 
and that was too much for her, so we moved her to 
Baulkham Hills North Public School, where she walks to and 
from school and LOVES it too.
-West Central (Growth) resident

The only thing I'm not to 
happy about is that it seems 
to be growing at an 
alarming rate and I fear that 
the beauty of the area will 
be lost.
-West Central (Growth) 
resident

I like to be more 
spontaneous when I decide 
to go shopping... If I was 
using public transport I 
would need to be more 
planned and need to know 
the exact timetable and be 
at the stop or station in time 
to wait for transport. 
Sometimes that is not 
reliable as they change the 
timetable or run late or 
cancel a service.
-Greater Parramatta 
resident

QUOTES ON DISLIKES
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The car park at Blacktown 
station, Quakers Hill and 
Stanhope Gardens 
Shopping Centre. So hard 
to find parking there, always 
crowded.
-West Central (Growth) 
resident

I can't think of anything I'm that ashamed of in my local area, 
I just wouldn't be showing them anything until the morning 
peak hour had gone!
-West Central (Growth) resident



PRIORITIES FOR 
IMPROVEMENT
Services, facilities and infrastructure
Housing
Transport



PRIORITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT

This section outlines the priorities for improvement in the future that the community believe are most important in order to deal with a growing 
population.

It is broken into four subsections:

 Reactions to information about population growth;

 What impact this information about population growth has on their expectations for the services, facilities and infrastructure of the future;

 What their housing priorities are for the future; and

 What their transport priorities are for the future.
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REACTIONS TO POPULATION PROJECTIONS
To ensure that discussions about future planning priorities were grounded in the future realities that face Greater Sydney’s planners, 
qualitative research participants were shown a two page fact sheet that outlined projected changes to population profiles and dwelling 
types in their area. They were then asked for their reactions which are outlined in this section. 

 Generally participants in West Central District were not surprised at growth projections for the area, as they can see its impacts now. A 
minority were surprised by the pace of the change and there was a comment from a Greater Parramatta resident about the high 
proportion of immigrants described, inferring the impact that could have on cultural cohesion. 

 Given there are currently signs of infrastructure expanding in the area, there is a broad level of comfort with the growth based on the 
assumption that the plans to upgrade and expand such amenities and services will be sufficient to cope - especially for an ageing 
demographic. 

 For most, the data highlighted that more people will need to be accommodated in limited space, so participants felt the obvious solution 
was medium/higher density living. Interestingly, one resident of Padstow (Greater Parramatta) believes, there is great scope to 
accommodate more people supported by new businesses in their area. They believe Padstow is in need of ‘modernisation’ with more 
entertainment options (cafes, restaurants) to encourage friends to visit them instead of traveling to the city to meet.

 When asked about the impact of this growth on the local area, most in Greater Parramatta very much had the ageing demographic in
mind, along with almost half of those in West Central (Growth). They felt this growth will require more health services, retirement 
villages, in-home support services and a more expansive public transport system. 

 The only real concern raised about the projections was the potential for exacerbating traffic congestion and parking problems.

 Overall, West Central District participants had a positive outlook on the question of a growing population and a sense of confidence that 
facilities and amenities would be in place to accommodate them. 
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As good as the public transport is, I do think 
this is going to have to be increased to 
accommodate the growing amount of people 
and of course to encourage people to use 
public transport.
-West Central (Growth) resident

I want to live in a place where the kids can get opportunity to get the best 
education and good neighbourhood for them to grow up in a good 
environment.
-West Central (Growth) resident

I was not surprised because living in the area 
gives one a good idea of the general 
demographic of the neighbourhood.
I do not find anything confusing. It appears 
that although the ageing population will be 
greater, in the housing department the lone 
occupier will dominate. This is already 
unsurprising as I know that a lot of the 
neighbours are elderly lone occupiers. There 
will be a need for more housing, however, 
from observation developers seem to be 
buying properties to build housing complexes 
which will obviously help with the supply of 
more homes.
-Greater Parramatta resident

I quite like the idea of housing 
complexes. It will give the area a 
touch of modernity. I am not quite 
sure at the moment but I imagine that 
new families with young children 
might contribute to the growth of 
schools in the area. I imagine, 
however, that this would also 
increase traffic and parking demands, 
and if there were insufficient spaces 
within these developments, it could 
make on-street parking a lot more 
difficult.
Greater Parramatta resident

Turramurra would be ideal. It’s 
quiet, leafy, spacious, but still 
has access to trains. Houses 
are not cramped up next to 
each other. Space to move and 
live peacefully. Opportunity to 
start a large garden and 
produce enough to live off and 
sell.
-Greater Parramatta resident

REACTIONS TO THE POPULATION PROJECTIONS
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IMPACT ON SERVICES, 
FACILITIES AND 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
PRIORITIES



IMPACT OF POPULATION INFORMATION ON PRIORITIES FOR SERVICES, 
FACILITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE FOR WEST CENTRAL DISTRICT

Aside from the fact sheet shown in the qualitative research, there was also a short summary of this information provided to participants 
in the quantitative survey. The aim was to ‘ground’ their thinking so that, when asked to rate their future priorities for planning from a list, 
their responses would be realistic and therefore usable and actionable. This section presents the results of the priority ratings and also 
includes some comments from the qualitative responses.

When considering the improvements for the future, most respondents referred to infrastructure as it was a tangible way to make a
difference to their community and one that they could measure. It is important to note that the improvements outlined below are all 
similar to that of Greater Sydney. 

 As shown in the chart on the following page, the number one priority for improvement in West Central District was safety, with 85% 
rating this as ‘extremely’ or ‘very important’. This tallied with the opinions of qualitative participants who hoped the necessary 
infrastructure such as frequent, well-lit and guarded public transport plus well-lit streets with police patrolling would be put in place as the 
population increases. 

 Good healthcare services was the number two priority at 82% and, from the qualitative results, is based on a recognition that there will 
be a higher proportion of older people living in the area in the future with greater care needs and sometimes limited ability to travel to 
receive that care.

 Overall cost of living and increasing prices was the third most important issue for West Central District with 78% rating this as 
‘extremely’ or ‘very important’ as, according to qualitative participants, this will be the key to ensuring they are able to remain in the area 
in future.

 West Central District would also prioritise improvements to public transport (78%) and the road network/traffic congestion (77%) as the 
fourth- and fifth-ranked priorities. 

 The two lowest priorities for improvement were the look and design of the buildings, streetscapes and public places (only 25% rated this as 
‘extremely’ or ‘very important’), access to natural environments (33% ‘extremely/very important’) and the balance of different housing types 
(34%).

 Compared with Greater Sydney, West Central was less likely to consider the following as ‘extremely’ or ‘very important’: the range of indoor 
and outdoor recreational activities (44% versus 50%), local approaches to sustainability (42% versus 47%), the cultural entertainment 
scene (35% versus 41%), access to natural environments (32% versus 43%) and the look and design of streetscapes (26% versus 30%).

 The Greater Parramatta submarket placed much less importance on access to nature (33% versus 43%) while West Central (Growth)
placed less importance on indoor and outdoor recreation environments (43% versus 50%), culture and entertainment (33% versus 41%), 
access to natural environments (31% versus 43%) and the look and design of streetscapes (23% versus 30%).
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IMPROVEMENTS IN SAFETY, HEALTHCARE AND COST OF LIVING 
WERE CONSIDERED MOST IMPORTANT IN MEETING THE NEEDS OF 
A GROWING POPULATION 
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Base: West Central District n = 460, West Central (Growth) n = 230, Greater Parramatta n = 230. 
Q4. The population of Sydney is currently around 4.8 million people. By 2031, this number is expected to increase by 23% to 5.9 million people. The main reasons for this growth will be 
natural increase (the difference between births and deaths) and net migration (both international and via other Australians moving to Sydney). By 2031, it is also projected that the 
population of people under 15 will grow to 19% and become slightly larger than the population of those people aged over 65 (17%). These changes will affect all the local areas of Sydney 
(although there will of course be some variations). How important do you think it is to improve each of the following aspects of your local area within the next 15-20 years to cater for the 
changing population? Please select one response per statement. 82
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IMPROVEMENTS IN URBAN DESIGN, NATURAL ENVIRONMENT ACCESS 
AND THE BALANCE OF HOUSING TYPES WERE CONSIDERED LEAST 
IMPORTANT IN MEETING THE NEEDS OF A GROWING POPULATION 
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Base: West Central District n = 460, West Central (Growth) n = 230, Greater Parramatta n = 230. 
Q4. The population of Sydney is currently around 4.8 million people. By 2031, this number is expected to increase by 23% to 5.9 million people. The main reasons for this growth will be 
natural increase (the difference between births and deaths) and net migration (both international and via other Australians moving to Sydney). By 2031, it is also projected that the 
population of people under 15 will grow to 19% and become slightly larger than the population of those people aged over 65 (17%). These changes will affect all the local areas of Sydney 
(although there will of course be some variations). How important do you think it is to improve each of the following aspects of your local area within the next 15-20 years to cater for the 
changing population? Please select one response per statement. 



THE TOP PRIORITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT ARE SIMILAR TO THAT OF 
GREATER SYDNEY AND INCLUDE SAFETY, AVAILABILITY OF 
HEALTHCARE AND OVERALL COST OF LIVING
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% OF RESPONDENTS WHO SAY IT IS ‘VERY IMPORTANT’ OR 
‘EXTREMELY IMPORTANT’ TO IMPROVE EACH ATTRIBUTE

WEST CENTRAL 
DISTRICT

GREATER 
SYDNEY

GREATER 
PARRAMATTA

WEST 
CENTRAL 
(GROWTH)

Safety of people and their property 85 84 85 85
Availability of good healthcare services 82 81 80 83
Overall cost of living 79 78 77 80
Public transport service 78 81 78 79
Road network and traffic congestion 77 77 77 78
Availability of good schools and other educational facilities 73 71 72 74
Availability of affordable housing 72 71 74 70
Access to suitable jobs and business opportunities 71 67 69 73
Access to supermarkets and other retail shops 64 62 64 63
Availability of good age-specific services 63 65 63 64
Cleanliness and maintenance of the public areas 59 59 64 54
Way different groups of people who live here get along and the sense of 
community 51 52 51 51

Range of indoor and outdoor recreational environments 44 50 45 43
Local approaches to environmental sustainability and climate change 42 47 43 42
Availability of community spaces and places for gatherings and events 37 42 36 38
Cultural entertainment scene 35 41 36 33
Balance of different housing types 34 37 35 34
Access to natural environments 32 43 33 31
Look and design of the buildings, streetscapes and public places 26 30 28 23

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997, West Central District n = 460, West Central (Growth) n = 230, Greater Parramatta n = 230). 
Q4. The population of Sydney is currently around 4.8 million people. By 2031, this number is expected to increase by 23% to 5.9 million people. The main reasons for this growth will be 
natural increase (the difference between births and deaths) and net migration (both international and via other Australians moving to Sydney). By 2031, it is also projected that the 
population of people under 15 will grow to 19% and become slightly larger than the population of those people aged over 65 (17%). These changes will affect all the local areas of Sydney 
(although there will of course be some variations). How important do you think it is to improve each of the following aspects of your local area within the next 15-20 years to cater for the 
changing population? Please select one response per statement. 

Note: Statistics in blue are significantly higher than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney while statistics in 
red are significantly lower than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney (at the 95% confidence interval). 



In my immediate area we have recently seen 11 homes 
squeezed onto a large block that had just 1 old house on it. 
Now although there is a parkland with swings and other play 
equipment at the rear of this property there is NO direct 
access to it. An additional 22 cars now use our narrow street 
each day. I expect this trend to continue. Luckily, there are 
no other properties for such development on our street. But 
there are others nearby.

-West Central (Growth) resident

There has to be more schools, parks, houses, hospitals, and other 
infrastructure, as well as more job opportunities, and if not 
managed well, the roads will become a nightmare. To be honest, I 
am a bit concerned about what is going to happen in Kellyville 
when all of the houses that are currently being planned and built 
finish and people move in. Will Windsor Road and Old Windsor 
Road be sufficient?
-West Central (Growth) resident

Just in the short time we have lived here, I can see growth - the 
roads are busier, I have even noticed double decker buses, 
which tells me, they need bigger buses for all the people using 
public transport. I’m completely happy with the growth as long as 
bus services, roads, shopping centres, schools and even day 
care centres can accommodate everybody.
-West Central (Growth) resident

There needs to be better roads and infrastructure around the 
area to cope with the expansion and better options for more 
food outlets and shops.
-Greater Parramatta resident

QUOTES ON IMPORTANT PRIORITIES
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I think with this projection, I do truly hope that the services 
are upgraded and expanded for a sake of a projected 
growing population - from a better, larger and brighter local 
library - investing in education is vital for future generations 
and the expansion for under 15 year olds, community centre 
and facilities are important for an ageing population - young 
and old should have access to sport and leisure facilities that 
hopefully are more state of the art, accessible and improved. 
There needs to be better roads and infrastructure around the 
area to cope with the expansion and better options for more 
food outlets and shops.

-Greater Parramatta resident

I really don't think it is a changing profile. I's a natural progression, 
and as long as the existing facilities and infrastructure are 
expanded along with the population, I don't see a problem. I guess 
possibly the only addition would be the need for more retirement 
villages or nursing homes to accommodate the disproportionate 
increase in older "lone people".
-West Central (Growth) resident

Just in the short time we have lived here, I can see growth -
the roads are busier, I have even noticed double decker 
buses, which tells me, they need bigger buses for all the 
people using public transport. I’m completely happy with the 
growth as long as bus services, roads, shopping centres, 
schools and even day care centres can accommodate 
everybody.
-West Central (Growth) resident

It is ok currently not 
effecting me but in future 
when getting older might be 
problem with huge 
population,travelling and 
people going for work will 
effect with transportation 
and living.

-Greater Parramatta 
resident

Obviously the services and 
facilities will need to expand 
in order to not experience 
overcrowding etc so as long 
as that was to happen there 
shouldn't be too many 
issues for me. Of course 
traffic and public transport 
will be majorly affected by 
such a large growth so I 
guess something like that 
could become an issue for 
me.
-West Central (Growth) 
resident

QUOTES ON IMPORTANT PRIORITIES (CONT.)
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IMPACT OF POPULATION GROWTH INFORMATION ON PREFERRED 
PLACE TO LIVE
Once they had thought about the priorities for improvement to accommodate a growing population, participants were asked whether the 
information had impacted their views on whether they would stay in their local area or move.

 Even after the population projections were presented in the qualitative research, the vast majority wanted to continue living where 
they do now as they enjoyed the community and how safe the area feels.  

 The main trigger that would cause them to move, based on the information presented, would be a lack of important infrastructure 
such as affordable housing, public transport, roads and medical services. They felt these must be built to meet the demands of the 
growing and ageing population. 

 While they did not specify places they would potentially move to, they did suggest they would look for places where the infrastructure, 
facilities and services are meeting the demands of the population. 
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NEWGATE RESEARCH

DWELLING TYPE DEMAND NOW AND IN THE FUTURE

89

Quantitative research participants were asked what type of dwelling they live in now, and what sort of dwelling they thought would best 
suit them in the next 15-20 years. They were also asked what types of housing they thought there would need to be more of in order to 
meet the needs of a growing population. The results of these are shown over the following several pages.

 In the West Central District a detached house on its own block is the most popular type of dwelling at 72% and this is significantly 
higher than the proportion for Greater Sydney (58%). 

 The West Central (Growth) submarket is much more likely to live in a detached house than Greater Sydney at 80%, and much less
likely to be in a small apartment (3% versus 20% Greater Sydney).

 While participants in this District projected they would be somewhat less likely to prefer a detached house in the future (63%), they 
were still significantly more likely to prefer this type compared to Greater Sydney (50%) and much less likely to prefer a small 
apartment (12% versus 16%). This was particularly the case in West Central (Growth) (66%) and is supported by comments from 
qualitative participants who said they had chosen to live in that area because they could afford to live in a bigger house. It is also 
borne out in the fact that this submarket would also be significantly less likely to prefer a semi-detached home in future (8% versus 
15% Greater Sydney).

 Greater Parramatta was also much more likely than Greater Sydney to say they would prefer a detached house in the future (59% 
versus 50% Greater Sydney).

 Nearly one in five West Central District respondents (17%) who currently live in a freestanding house and believe that a freestanding 
house would best suit them in the future would nonetheless consider living in an apartment or townhouse in the future (4% ‘definitely 
would’ and 13% ‘probably would’.

 The top priorities for future housing in the West Central District include more aged care facilities (73%), more freestanding homes on 
smaller blocks (67%) and more semi-detached homes/terraces/townhouses (66%) . 

 West Central District participants were significantly more likely to suggest that the District needs more freestanding homes on 
smaller blocks (67%) compared to the overall sample of Greater Sydney (56%). 



DETACHED HOUSING IS THE MOST PREVALENT CURRENT 
DWELLING IN WEST CENTRAL DISTRICT AND THE PREFERRED 
DWELLING IN 15-20 YEARS 

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997, West Central District n = 460, West Central (Growth) n = 230, Greater Parramatta n = 230). 
Q6. Firstly, what sort of dwelling do you live in now? Q7. What sort of dwelling do you think would best suit you in the next 15-20 years?
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Note: Arrows in blue are significantly higher than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney while arrows in red are 
significantly lower than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney (at the 95% confidence interval). 



NEARLY ONE IN FIVE RESPONDENTS WHO CURRENTLY LIVE IN A 
FREESTANDING HOUSE AND BELIEVE THAT A FREESTANDING HOUSE 
WOULD BEST SUIT THEM IN THE FUTURE WOULD NONETHELESS 
CONSIDER LIVING IN AN APARTMENT OR TOWNHOUSE IN THE 
FUTURE   
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future)

Definitely would Probably would May or may not Probably would not Definitely would not

Base: Respondents who currently live in a freestanding house and also believe that a freestanding house would best meet their needs in the future. (Greater Sydney n = 1,146, West 
Central District n = 231, West Central (Growth) n = 130, Greater Parramatta n = 101). 
Q9. How likely would you be to consider living in an apartment or townhouse in the future? Would you say you…?

91Note: Arrows in blue are significantly higher than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney while arrows in red are significantly 
lower than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney (at the 95% confidence interval). No significant differences in this chart.



THERE WAS WIDESPREAD AGREEMENT THAT THERE SHOULD BE 
MORE AGED CARE FACILITIES AND FREESTANDING HOMES ON 
SMALLER BLOCKS IN THE WEST CENTRAL DISTRICT

92

% OF RESPONDENTS WHO BELIEVE THERE SHOULD BE MORE OF 
THIS TYPE OF HOUSING  TO MEET THE NEEDS OF A GROWING 
POPULATION IN THE NEXT 15-20 YEARS

WEST CENTRAL 
DISTRICT

GREATER 
SYDNEY

GREATER 
PARRAMATTA

WEST 
CENTRAL 
(GROWTH)

More aged care facilities including retirement villages and full-time care 
facilities 73 74 75 71

More freestanding homes on smaller blocks throughout the local area 67 56 68 66

More semi-detached homes/terraces/townhouses throughout the local area 66 62 70 63

More small apartments (2 bedrooms or less) in areas near town centres 57 59 59 55

More large apartments (3 or more bedrooms) in areas near town centres 56 54 56 57

Other 9 14 10 9

Note: Statistics in blue are significantly higher than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney while statistics in red are significantly lower than 
corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney (at the 95% confidence interval). 

Base: All Respondents. (Greater Sydney n = 2,997, West Central District n = 460, West Central (Growth) n = 230, Greater Parramatta n = 230). 
Q10. Thinking about your local area, which of the following types of housing do you think there should be more of to meet the needs of a growing population in your community in the next 
15-20 years?



IMPORTANCE OF DWELLING FEATURES IN THE FUTURE
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Quantitative research participants were asked how important a range of dwelling features and facilities would be for them in the dwelling 
that they think will best suit them in the future. To ensure they are robust, the results on this and the following page represent the 
importance of these features across the different dwelling types for all respondents across Greater Sydney, rather than by District or 
submarket.

 Among those who would live in a detached house in the future, a carport/secure car parking space was the most important feature 
(75%), significantly more so than those in small apartments (63%) or retirement villages (61%). Also very important were a garden on 
the property (59%) and space for kids to play (55%). Least important for this group was a courtyard, deck or balcony (51%) and gym 
facilities onsite (14%).

 For those who would live in a semi-detached house, terrace or townhouse, less importance was placed on space for children to play 
(30%) and a pool onsite (12%).

 For those who would live in a large apartment, a balcony or courtyard was the most important feature (66%) in place of having their 
own yard. These people also placed more importance on having an onsite gym (27%), a communal garden (26%) and a pool (26%).

 Those who would live in a small apartment placed less importance on parking arrangements (63%) as they may expect to be living 
closer to good public transport options. From further analysis, these people are also less likely to think of themselves as financially 
comfortable and therefore may also consider a car a luxury item. Small apartment dwellers were also less interested in a garden on the 
property (24%) and space for kids to play (21%). 

 Those who think a retirement village will suit them best in the future place more importance on having a shared community space 
(such as a barbeque area) for gatherings (32%).



CAR SPACES, OUTDOOR AREAS AND GARDENS WERE TYPICALLY 
SEEN AS BEING THE MOST IMPORTANT FEATURES AND FACILITIES
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MOST SUITABLE DWELLING TYPE IN THE NEXT 15-20 YEARS 

IMPORTANCE OF FEATURES 
(“EXTREMELY IMPORTANT” AND “VERY 

IMPORTANT”) 

DETACHED 
HOUSE ON ITS 
OWN BLOCK

SEMI-DETACHED/ 
TERRACE/ 

TOWNHOUSE

A LARGE 
APARTMENT (3 

OR MORE 
BEDROOMS)

A SMALL 
APARTMENT (2 
BEDROOMS OR 

LESS)

A RETIREMENT 
VILLAGE/ AGED 
CARE FACILITY

A carport / driveway / secure parking / parking 
space 75 71 77 63 61

A courtyard, deck or balcony 51 59 66 53 57

A garden on your property 59 46 32 24 34

Space for the kids to play 55 30 39 21 10

Shared green space 27 28 31 28 33
Shared community space for gatherings e.g. 
barbeque area 24 23 23 23 32

Communal gardening for produce 19 21 26 16 24

Gym facilities onsite 14 13 27 18 15

A pool onsite 16 12 26 15 14

Base: Detached House n =  1,484 Semi / townhouse n = 431, Large apartment n = 318, Small apartment n = 493 , Retirement village n = 230
Q7. What sort of dwelling do you think would best suit you in the next 15-20 years?
Q8. You just said you think [FEED THROUGH DWELLING TYPE CHOSEN IN Q7] would suit you best in the coming 15-20 years. How important would each of the following 
features and facilities be for you if you did live in that type of dwelling in the next 15-20 years? 

Note: Statistics in blue are significantly higher than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney while statistics in red are 
significantly lower than corresponding statistics in Greater Sydney (at the 95% confidence interval). 



1. A free standing house - I love them as it gives me privacy 
and my own land.
2. A garden - I love to have a small garden as it's nice to sit 
outside in the sun in winters and love the beautiful nature 
and enjoy with the grand kids playing outside with the pets.
3. A gym - to keep myself fit as it's too expensive for me to 
buy all the equipment.

-West Central (Growth) resident 

House own my own block as we like our privacy and want 
enough space for our family. A driveway, somewhere to park 
our cars, so we don't have to park on the street so they are 
secure.
-West Central (Growth) resident 

Small apartments are important as it will free up houses in 
which smaller couples and singles live for bigger families and 
help with their budget.
-West Central (Growth) resident 

A semi-detached home, a 
large garden that you own 
and a community garden 
are all important to live a 
healthy lifestyle.
-Greater Parramatta 
resident

I have always had a free 
standing home with a large 
garden and would like to 
keep my space, also as my 
daughter has a family I 
would like them to have an 
enclosed safe space to play.
-Greater Parramatta 
resident

QUOTES ON FUTURE HOUSING PREFERENCES
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TRANSPORT 
PRIORITIES



GETTING AROUND GREATER SYDNEY AND WEST CENTRAL 
DISTRICT NOW
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During the week

Participants were asked what mode of transport they use most frequently during the week and why they use these particular modes, in 
order to understand the motivators behind transport choices. The results are summarised below. 

 Even though public transport in this District is applauded, it’s mainly due to the connections to the city or other metropolitan hubs. The 
train is the most common way of travelling into the city because it’s faster, easier, cheaper (no expensive parking is required in the 
city) and a couple of Greater Parramatta participants appreciated the ‘down time’ to/from work. Bus is used for similar reasons by a 
couple of people in West Central (Growth).

 Car is the other main mode of transport in the District for the following reasons:

 The need to visit multiple places on the same trip;

 Travel to destinations that don’t have a public transport stop nearby (e.g. sports events for children);

 Easier for transporting shopping bags (especially for large families);

 Easier for travelling with babies and toddlers;

 Health reasons (e.g. arthritis); and

 Safety and comfort (temperature, space, etc.).

 A handful of participants also mentioned they liked to walk up to the local shops or to and from public transport. Reasons for this were 
mainly to do with getting exercise, fresh air and winding down after a busy day. 

Weekends
 Car becomes the main mode of transport on weekends for grocery shopping, getting children to sport and for errands and social

activities.

 Public transport (bus or train) tends to be used on weekend for travel direct to the city, as is the Rivercat ferry service. This is also 
used for special occasions such as going to see the Vivid Festival in the city.

 On the weekends, a few participants liked to walk around their local area. Sometimes they did this with family and friends and other 
times it was to get to public transport or to run errands in their local area. 
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The qualitative research participants were then asked what modes of transport they thought they would be using in 15-20 years’ time, 
whether they thought public transport would play a role, and the reasons why.

 Many felt they would want to use the same modes of transport in the future.

 With the general optimism that the District has about public transport improvements in the area, there is a corresponding sense that it 
will play an important role in the future lives of the people of the District.



Hopefully in the future the public transport will improve so it 
becomes everyone's preferred mode. The recent introduction 
of the Opal card is a step in the right direction as it provides 
convenience and ease of travel from one to another. I would 
see myself using more public transport as the service 
improves and it becomes cheaper and more efficient.

-Greater Parramatta resident

I go by car to the office because, if I travel by bus, with traffic 
jams and all, it takes one and half hours. If I go by car it’s just 40 
minutes.
-Greater Parramatta resident

Trains, buses and light rail will be the main mode of travel in 
the future for me. I think an overhaul of the current system is 
required to make it work and perhaps adopt some of the 
system from other major cities in the world.
-Greater Parramatta resident

The bus is so much easier 
[to the city to see Vivid]. 
There are days where I can 
use the car, but still choose 
to go with the bus. The 
buses usually comes around 
15-20 minutes. If I do miss 
one bus, I can catch another 
one shortly after. On my bus 
I always get a seat. I don't 
have to worry about fuel or 
tollroad charges.
-Greater Parramatta 
resident

I travel to Mt Druitt everyday 
and it's not far at all from 
where I currently live. I 
always travel there by car. 
Never used public transport.
-West Central (Growth) 
resident

QUOTES ON TRANSPORT
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I prefer to drive for as long as 
I am able to in my own car. 
Public transport cannot 
guarantee to get me to my 
specific destination like 
driving my own car could.
-West Central (Growth) 
resident



COMMUNICATIONS 
Awareness of current plans
Communications preferences 



AWARENESS OF CURRENT DEVELOPMENT PLANS

To test whether the Department’s A Plan for Growing Sydney had gained any traction within the broader community, participants were 
asked about their awareness of government initiatives over the last year that focused on building better communities.

 Overall, levels of awareness of planning initiatives in the local area and Greater Sydney related to transport.  

 Around half of the participants in West Central (Growth) and a few in Greater Parramatta were aware of the North West Rail Link (now 
the Sydney Metro Northwest).

 A few people in Greater Parramatta had actively sought more detailed information on projects. One Googled information about 
WestConnex, another about the NBN for updates and another on aged care options locally. 
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COMMUNICATIONS PREFERENCES 

 Participants’ preferences for communications around any community planning initiatives were generally multi-faceted and would 
include the following to reach different demographics:

 Facebook;

 Local newspapers, including the Parramatta Sun, The Advocate, Hills News and the Hills Shire Times;

 Flyers/newsletters;

 Websites like that for the Department of Planning and Environment’s website is important, as are those of local councils; and 

 Billboards at train stations and in busy local centres.
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[I have looked at] WestConnex out of passing interest 
because some friends and family had asked me whether it 
would affect me after seeing it in the news. So I just Googled 
‘WestConnex’ and followed some of the links.

-Greater Parramatta resident

Social media could catch a lot of people. However, as one of 
those rare people who do not use social media, notification in 
this way would pass me by.
-West Central (Growth) resident

I would read any flyers or pamphlets giving any further 
contact details and proposed dates for the development.
-Greater Parramatta resident

Social media is a fast and 
easy approach. However, 
the traditional mailbox drop 
is also required for those 
that aren't that tech savvy 
and aging residents.
-Greater Parramatta 
resident

I've liked the Ponds 
community Facebook page 
and hence come to know 
anything new. There is a 
new Ponds shopping centre 
opened last week with 
Woolworths as well.
-West Central (Growth) 
resident

QUOTES ON PLANNING AND COMMUNICATIONS
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The first priority is to complete the North West Rail Link as 
this will take the pressure off the congested roads. So many 
more people will be living in my area and unfortunately not 
enough employment so they have to travel into the city to 
work.
I know Parramatta is growing rapidly as a business centre 
and also Norwest is a big business park now with many head 
offices and warehouse businesses relocating there. 
Companies should be encouraged to start here and it would 
bring employment closer for the population living nearby. Of 
course this requires better roads and PARKING upgrades so 
the problems which are happening now don't happen in the 
future.
Thirdly we need all essential services planned and operating 
BEFORE any new housing development in the future. 
Schools, doctors, dental, hospitals, shopping centres and 
sports facilities. Natural green parks and bush areas for 
recreation PRESERVED to encourage a healthy and relaxing 
way of life for families and anyone wanting to recharge and 
get a break from living in a unit or being alone in a house.

-Greater Parramatta resident

Bringing together such a fruitful variety of areas to explore I 
think that the top priorities for planning my local area should 
really be - improving the road and street scape to revamp, uplift 
and brighten up the Lidcombe streets and make it safer at night 
walking.
Second is improving the health and education service options -
especially updating the outdated library facilities with more 
space and educational resources for all ages. It will benefit all in 
the long run. Thirdly, expand on the food options and sport 
pathway options to encourage recreational activity and healthy 
lifestyles. There is a vital need for change in the roads, the 
safety, the lights, the security locally for local community. There 
is also a need for more great shops, grocery stores, food 
restaurant options that are widely accepted and parking to 
compliment this improved status of Lidcombe going forward 
hopefully.
-Greater Parramatta resident

FINAL REFLECTIONS
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GREATER PARRAMATTA

At the end of the discussion, participants were asked to reflect 
on the whole discussion and indicate what they saw as the top 
three priorities. A selection of their responses is shown here. 



1 - Reducing traffic on local roads. These are the roads that 
lead only to people's homes. Usually short roads with little or 
no through traffic. These roads are very often too narrow and 
in new developments built with rolled kerbs. These roads 
should have posted 40km speed limits with parking on one 
side only.
2 - Green Space. We are very lucky to live in an area with 
many parks and playing fields, with areas of tall trees and 
many street trees. However, in our area when a street tree is 
removed because of age or storm damage it is NOT 
replaced. Many playing fields have no shade trees and this 
should be remedied.
3 - Facilities for Aged - I am now 68 and will need these more 
and more in the future. But I don't know what is available.

-West Central (Growth) resident

It's good to know surveys like this are going out to the "people" 
to find out their needs. These to me are the most important  
priorities for planning in my local area. I myself am an Immigrant 
and can see amongst all the South Africans I know, how many 
people are trying to get into Australia. And that's just South 
Africans - not to mention any other Immigrants from other 
countries. As good as the public transport is, I do think this is 
going to have to be increased to accommodate the growing 
amount of people and of course to encourage people to use 
public transport. I also think housing will need to be increased. 
Without housing, the population can't grow.
-West Central (Growth) resident

FINAL REFLECTIONS
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GREATER PARRAMATTA SUBMARKET
DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILING BY SUBMARKET

Question Response % of 
Submarket Sample 

D2. Including yourself, how 
many people live in your 

household?

1 8% 19
2 29% 67
3 17% 40
4 23% 54
5 16% 36
6 5% 11
7 0% 0
8 1% 3
9 0% 0
10 0% 0
12 0% 0

NET 100% 230

D3. How many children do you 
have living in your household, if 

any?

0 49% 103
1 23% 49
2 17% 36
3 8% 16
4 2% 4
5 0% 1
6 1% 2

NET 100% 211

D4. Number of children

Less than 12 months 6% 6
1 to 2 years 9% 10
3 to 5 years 19% 20
6 to 10 years 33% 36

11 to 17 years 57% 62
18 to 29 years 16% 17

30 years or older 1% 1
NET 100% 108

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILING BY SUBMARKET

Question Response % of 
Submarket Sample 

S1. Gender

Male 54% 125

Female 46% 105
NET 100% 230

S2. Age

14 years or under 0% 0
15 - 24 years 26% 59
25 - 29 years 15% 35
30 - 39 years 22% 50
40 - 54 years 16% 36
55 - 69 years 17% 38

70 years and over 5% 12
Prefer not to say 0% 0

NET 100% 230

D1. Which of the following best 
describes your situation 

regarding home ownership?

Im paying a mortgage on the 
home where I live 31% 71

I own the home I live in 
outright 21% 48

Im renting 32% 74
Im living rent free 14% 32

Other 2% 5
NET 100% 230
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GREATER PARRAMATTA SUBMARKET
DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILING BY SUBMARKET

Question Response % of 
Submarket Sample 

D8. Which languages do you 
regularly speak at home

English only 67% 154
Arabic 2% 5

Assyrian 0% 0
Bengali 1% 3

Cantonese 6% 14
Croatian 0% 1
Greek 2% 4
Hindi 4% 9
Italian 2% 4
Korean 2% 4

Macedonian 0% 1
Mandarin 3% 7
Punjabi 0% 1
Samoan 0% 0

Sinhalese 0% 1
Spanish 0% 1
Tagalog 1% 3

Thai 0% 0
Vietnamese 5% 12

Other 9% 21
NET 100% 230

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILING BY SUBMARKET

Question Response % of 
Submarket Sample 

D5. What is your current 
employment status

Working full time 30% 70
Working part time 17% 40
Studying full-time 17% 38
Studying part-time 3% 6
Working casually 7% 15

Home duties 10% 23
Self employed 3% 6

Unemployed, looking for work 7% 15
Unemployed, unable to work 3% 7

Retired 12% 28
Other 1% 2
NET 100% 230

D6. Which of the following best 
describes your households 

gross annual income (before 
tax)?

Up to $39,999 17% 39
$40,000 - $59,999 14% 33
$60,000 - $79,999 16% 36

$80,000 - $119,999 18% 41
$120,000 - $159,999 7% 17

$160,000 or more 7% 15
Prefer not to say 21% 49

NET 100% 230

D7. How would you describe the 
current financial situation of 
yourself and the immediate 

family you live with?  Would you 
say you are...

Doing well and feeling 
comfortable 23% 54

Doing OK and making ends 
meet 44% 102

Having some difficulty but just 
making ends meet 20% 47

Having a lot of difficulty 
paying your bills 10% 22
Prefer not to say 2% 5

NET 100% 230
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WEST CENTRAL (GROWTH) SUBMARKET
DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILING BY SUBMARKET

Question Response % of 
Submarket Sample 

D2. Including yourself, how 
many people live in your 

household?

1 7% 15
2 30% 68
3 17% 39
4 25% 58
5 13% 31
6 5% 11
7 2% 4
8 2% 4
9 0% 0
10 0% 0
12 0% 0

NET 100% 230

D3. How many children do you 
have living in your household, if 

any?

0 47% 100
1 18% 39
2 20% 42
3 11% 23
4 5% 10
5 0% 1
6 0% 0

NET 100% 215

D4. Number of children

Less than 12 months 3% 3
1 to 2 years 7% 8
3 to 5 years 19% 22
6 to 10 years 36% 41

11 to 17 years 54% 62
18 to 29 years 23% 26

30 years or older 9% 10
NET 100% 115

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILING BY SUBMARKET

Question Response % of 
Submarket Sample 

S1. Gender

Male 54% 125

Female 46% 105
NET 100% 230

S2. Age

14 years or under 0% 0
15 - 24 years 22% 51
25 - 29 years 6% 13
30 - 39 years 13% 29
40 - 54 years 27% 62
55 - 69 years 23% 54

70 years and over 9% 21
Prefer not to say 0% 0

NET 100% 230

D1. Which of the following best 
describes your situation 

regarding home ownership?

Im paying a mortgage on the 
home where I live 38% 88

I own the home I live in 
outright 24% 55

Im renting 20% 47
Im living rent free 13% 31

Other 4% 9
NET 100% 230
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WEST CENTRAL (GROWTH) SUBMARKET
DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILING BY SUBMARKET

Question Response % of 
Submarket Sample 

D8. Which languages do you 
regularly speak at home

English only 81% 186
Arabic 0% 0

Assyrian 0% 0
Bengali 0% 1

Cantonese 5% 11
Croatian 1% 2
Greek 0% 1
Hindi 3% 7
Italian 0% 0
Korean 1% 2

Macedonian 0% 0
Mandarin 3% 8
Punjabi 0% 1
Samoan 0% 0

Sinhalese 0% 1
Spanish 0% 1
Tagalog 2% 5

Thai 0% 0
Vietnamese 1% 2

Other 6% 14
NET 100% 230

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILING BY SUBMARKET

Question Response % of 
Submarket Sample 

D5. What is your current 
employment status

Working full time 34% 78
Working part time 14% 32
Studying full-time 18% 41
Studying part-time 2% 5
Working casually 7% 16

Home duties 10% 24
Self employed 3% 8

Unemployed, looking for work 5% 11
Unemployed, unable to work 3% 6

Retired 17% 40
Other 1% 2
NET 100% 230

D6. Which of the following best 
describes your households 

gross annual income (before 
tax)?

Up to $39,999 15% 35
$40,000 - $59,999 12% 28
$60,000 - $79,999 11% 26

$80,000 - $119,999 23% 52
$120,000 - $159,999 10% 22

$160,000 or more 9% 20
Prefer not to say 20% 47

NET 100% 230

D7. How would you describe the 
current financial situation of 
yourself and the immediate 

family you live with?  Would you 
say you are...

Doing well and feeling 
comfortable 23% 52

Doing OK and making ends 
meet 46% 106

Having some difficulty but just 
making ends meet 21% 49

Having a lot of difficulty 
paying your bills 7% 16
Prefer not to say 3% 7

NET 100% 230
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QUANTITATIVE DATA WEIGHTINGS

 The submarkets were given equal weighting in overall results (e.g. location) not weighted by population. 
 Each of the submarkets was weighted using population data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics’ Census 2011 for age as 

well as for gender. 
 Age and gender were not interlocked due to the small sample sizes.

 All results presented are weighted unless specified otherwise. The following table shows the weighted proportions of age and 
gender within each submarket.

District Submarket Male Female 15-29 30-39 40-54 55+

Central District
City of Sydney 8% 7% 11% 11% 6% 5%

Eastern Suburbs 8% 8% 8% 9% 7% 8%
Inner West 8% 8% 7% 9% 8% 7%

North District
Upper North 8% 8% 7% 6% 9% 9%

Northern Beaches 8% 8% 6% 7% 8% 9%
Harbour North 7% 8% 7% 8% 7% 8%

South District
South City 8% 8% 7% 7% 8% 8%
Sutherland 8% 8% 7% 7% 8% 9%

West District North West 8% 8% 8% 7% 8% 8%

West Central 
District

Greater 
Parramatta 8% 8% 8% 8% 7% 7%

West Central 
(Growth) 8% 8% 8% 8% 8% 7%

West District

South West
(Growth) 8% 8% 8% 7% 8% 7%

South West 
(Established) 8% 8% 8% 7% 8% 7%
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